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ABSTRACT

Functionalist Emotion Model in Artificial General Intelligence

by

Xiang Li

The objective of this research is to elucidate motivation and emotion processing in

an AGI (Artificial General Intelligence) system NARS (Non-Axiomatic Reasoning

System). Under the basic assumption that an artificial general intelligence system

should work with insufficient resources and knowledge, the emotion module can help

direct the selection of internal tasks, and allow the autonomous allocation of internal

resources and rapid response with urgency, so that the inference capability of AGI

system can be improved.

The psychological and AI theories related to emotion are extensively reviewed,

including the source of emotion, the appraisal process in emotional experience, the

cognitive processing and coping process, and the necessity of emotion for Artificial

General Intelligence design.

This dissertation describes the conceptual design, realization process and applica-

tion process of emotion in NARS. The process of internal resource allocation triggered

by different emotions based on NARS reasoning framework is proposed, and the design

can be applied to any scene. The similarity and difference between human emotion

and artificial intelligence emotion are discussed. At the same time, the advantages

and disadvantages of the design and its theory are also discussed.

A recent implementation of the NARS model will be discussed with examples. and

the emotion model has been tested preliminarily in a new version of OpenNARS. New

Temporal Induction model, Anticipation model, Goal processing model, and Emotion

models which are implemented in the new system will also be discussed in detail.
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The dissertation concludes with suggestions and ideas that are put forward for

the role of emotion in future human-computer interaction.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

No one has made a good argument against the importance of emotions in human

life, but the AI community has always kept emotions at arm’s length. It is often

said that the presence of emotion is the most important difference between a human

and a machine, but this idea may directly stifle the possibility of emotion being

realized in artificial intelligence systems. Even the designers of OCC cognitive models

(Ortony et al., 1988) of emotion, after implementing their emotion appraisal model

with computers, still consider it pointless and futile to achieve true emotion through

artificial intelligence or create an agent with emotion (Ortony et al., 1988).

Emotional expression is the most obvious of the many emotional functions, it

plays a very important role in the adaptability of the individual, but it is not the

only function of emotion. Other important functions of emotion include resource al-

location, motivation generation, fast reaction etc. These functions require individuals

to complete emotional appraisal at the abstract level — in other words, as long as

the event meets the criteria of certain emotional appraisal models, the corresponding

emotion can be triggered, and allow the emotion to make changes to the internal

environment of the individual. Such a mechanism does not require the system to

learn an “event-emotion-coping” mapping, only to know the appraisal conditions of

different emotions such that the system can appraise any incoming events.

The research in this dissertation is an attempt to explore how emotion affects the

inference capability of artificial general intelligence, and its purpose is to break the

long-term attitude of artificial intelligence system to “keep away from emotion”, to
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prove the necessity of emotion in artificial general intelligence, as well as the possibility

of realization.

In order to implement emotional functions in artificial general intelligence, research

needs to be carried out at three levels of abstraction.

First, many philosophical, psychological, and methodological questions need to

be considered. What is emotion? What is the role of emotion in human beings?

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having emotions? Is it possible to

have emotional functionality in an AI system? Is it necessary to have emotional

functionality in an AI system? Why would AI systems have emotions? How to

evaluate an artificial intelligent system to have emotion? How should emotions help

artificial intelligent systems? How to control artificial intelligence system not to abuse

emotion? Though there is still no consensus on these questions in the field, my views

on these issues set the foundation for the entire research project by providing clear

evidence from different disciplinary perspectives.

Second, the human emotion model is used as the theoretical basis and reference

frame for the implementation of artificial intelligence emotion model. The human

emotions have been studied for hundreds of years. Although philosophers, psychol-

ogists, and neuroscientists have not fully explored all the aspects about emotions,

the existing research can provide a sufficient theoretical framework for our research.

Although this study uses human emotions as a reference, but the purpose is not to

copy human emotion model, or simulate exactly the same emotion process in the ar-

tificial intelligence system, the fundamental reason is that there are insurmountable

gaps between human and machine, the evaluation of a same condition might be com-

pletely different from the view of artificial intelligent agent and human on the same

thing, even said, artificial intelligence agents may generate independent emotional

systems over a long period of learning and adaptation. Therefore, this study aims to

take the framework of human emotion as a reference and achieve functional emotion
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as the purpose. This project mainly studies how emotions would help the artificial

general intelligent systems to improve the autonomy, as well as improve the ability of

learning, decision-making and reasoning.

Finally, the entire model needs to be implemented in a computer system. All

described models should be embedded in programs, which must then be run in the

available software and hardware environments.

The organization of this dissertation is based on these three levels.

Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical foundation of the project. Through the

analysis of three important branches of emotion research in psychology, it is concluded

that the study of the Cognitive Theory branch represented by Lazarus is more suitable

as the theoretical foundation of artificial general intelligence emotion research.

Chapter 3 briefly describes the current AI community’s attitude towards emotion

and the reasons for keeping emotion at a distance, and briefly expounds why emotion

is necessary for general AI systems. Also briefly introduces related works on emotion

study in current artificial intelligence field and artificial general intelligence field.

Chapter 4 mainly introduces Non-Axiomatic Logic (NAL) and its corresponding

implementation, Non-Axiomatic Reasoning System (NARS). This chapter does not

include detailed introduction about Logic and Control mechanism, but only contains

part of the content, aiming to help readers understand the following contents of this

paper. For a detailed description of NAL and NARS, please read (Wang , 2006), and

(Wang , 2013) and the related studies on GitHub.

Chapter 5 describes the requirements for emotion modules to be added to the

artificial general intelligent system. This chapter starts from three aspects, namely,

Design requirements, elaborates the relationship between emotion modules and

the main body of the intelligent system. Functional requirements, introduce the

function the AI emotion module should have, or how emotion should help the intel-

ligent system; The Architecture requirements, introduce what the architecture
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of an emotion model in artificial general intelligent system should look like. All the

discussions in this chapter are based on the summary of the NARS emotion module

design and the requirements reflected in the related work, and are not aimed at all

intelligent systems.

Chapter 6 introduces the conceptual design of emotion module in NARS. This

chapter has the construction of emotion module, the realization process, and the

function of emotion module and the discussion of related issues.

Chapter 7 describes the specific implementation of emotion module in NARS. A

new control architecture supporting emotion module will be introduced in detail in

this chapter. Readers can have a detailed understanding of the new control architec-

ture of NARS, how emotion module is implemented in NARS, and the main functions

of emotion module in NARS. Several experimental results are shown alone the de-

scription of the new architecture, which proves the necessity of emotion in NARS.

Chapter 8 will provide a brief comparison between the emotion module of NARS

and the related work described in Chapter 3.

Finally, Chapter 9 will summarize the project, give the outlook future research

work of artificial general intelligence emotion, and elaborate on the related work in

the future.
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CHAPTER 2

EMOTION IN PSYCHOLOGY

2.1 Human Scenario

In the following circumstance, consider the situation in which a paladin, Troy, is

in danger while escorting Doctor Tom back to the castle, who can save the princess.

The princess was ill, and only the magic potion of Dr.Tom in another town could cure

her. Tom’s town was three days’ ride from the princess’s. Troy had been walking

with Tom for two days, and if all went well, they would both be back in the castle

by noon tomorrow. It was now the night of the second day, and because they were

eager to travel in the daytime, they had not had much to eat or rest, and both the

horses and the men were very hungry and tired. Troy and Tom decided to light a

fire in the jungle to rest. Tom took out the meal that his wife prepared for him and

Troy to replenish their energy. The two men sat down on the ground and had barely

taken a bite when they heard a strange noise in the bushes near them. As a knight,

Troy instinctively drew his sword, stood up to meet the possible danger, and Tom

also clenched the bread in his hand and moved carefully behind Troy. The sound

died away, and Troy thought it had just been a squirrel. They went back to the

fire. Hungrier than ever after their fright, they took out their food again and began

to eat. Suddenly, a dark figure rushed out of the bushes and jumped towards Troy.

Troy immediately threw away the food and avoided the shadow. After avoiding the

shadow, Troy immediately drew his sword to face the shadow. At this time, he saw

clearly that the shadow was a huge wolf. Tom now stood in place and did not dare to

move, while Troy had two choices at this time, to avoid the giant wolf by riding away,
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and coming back in the morning to get the medicine left by Tom. But such a choice,

is bound to give up Tom, because Tom in the face of the giant wolf, would surely

result in death. The other option is to fight the giant wolf, while protecting Tom at

the same time. Troy is not completely sure about this battle, the worst outcome is

that they both die, and the potion can not be delivered to the princess in time. Troy

decided to die to protect Tom since Tom saved his life in the battlefield. During a

fierce battle, Troy and Tom worked together to kill the wolf. Troy got wounded, but

when he sees that Doctor Tom was safe and had started treating him, Troy smiled

peacefully.

There are a lot of emotional experiences in this short story. First of all, Troy and

Tom were eager to arrive at the castle in time so they choose to shorten the time of

rest and eat in the daytime. To some readers, this is kind of optimization process of

decision making, the emotions play a key role in prioritizing the tasks. If they are late,

and the princess doesn’t get the drug in time, she will die, there will be a punishment

from the king, Troy and Tom will have extreme sense of inner guilt. Their emotions

could reduce their feeling of hunger and their feeling of fatigue (a desire to eat and

rest). Emotions then allow them to increase their time spent walking during the day

and decrease their resting time after sunset.

When Troy and Tom heard the sound in the bush for the first time, they were

surprised and accompanied by fear. The different performances of the two in the

face of fear, prove that different people will trigger different degrees of emotion and

cope in different ways. Troy, who is experienced in hundreds of battles, chooses to

face the fear. While Tom, who has no combat experience, chooses to stand behind

Troy and seek shelter. At this time, they may have ignored their hunger and fatigue.

The fear of losing their own life is heightened, which make them temporarily give up

eating and resting. In addition to turning their attention to the thing that threatened

their safety, and turning their attention to people who can help them to get rid of
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the threat. Their different coping styles are based on their past experiences, with

the battle-hardened Troy fighting when faced with danger, and healer Tom seeking

shelter.

When the sound subsided temporarily, Troy and Tom felt a temporary recovery

from their nervousness. The threat to the survival of the object disappeared. The

fear then gradually subsided, and, eating and resting took precedence over defense

and avoidance. However, when the wolf attack again, it stopped the desire of eating

and resting again. Now, Troy needed to take the action avoid, and thanks to Troy’s

usual training and experience on the battlefield, Troy can stop pursuing the current

goal of fulfilling himself by food and perceiving risk of being hurt in a very short time

and to respond in a timely manner. The allocation of resources activated by the fear

within the body, makes Troy’s attention transfer to the object which threaten his life.

The fundamental reason for Troy to stay and fight with the Wolf and protect Tom

is Troy’s gratitude to Tom. Leaving would undoubtedly be the most rational choice

for Troy, but Troy did not make the choice in accordance with rationality. Although

Troy was injured in the end, the joy of winning the battle and successfully protecting

Tom overshadowed the sadness activated by Troy’s injury.

2.2 What is Emotion?

The focus of this paper is on the theoretical and practical research of artificial

intelligent emotion. Before AI’s work on emotions begins, the only source of emotion

research is psychological research on emotion. Although with the continuous devel-

opment of neuroscience in recent years, many neuroscientists also participated in the

study of emotion, but the research is focused on when emotions are triggered by the

corresponding brain structures, as well as the related potential changes (Deak , 2011;

Panksepp, 2010). However, subjective experience of emotion, cognitive appraisal of

different emotions, and behavior after different emotions are triggered, are mostly
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come from psychology and cognitive psychology research.

To talk about emotion, we first need to know what emotion is, or how emotion is

defined. According to Plutchik’s statistics, there have been at least 90 different defini-

tions of emotion in psychology throughout the history of emotion research (Plutchik ,

1982).

This dissertation has no intention to discuss the validity, or the advantages and

disadvantages of different definitions of emotion, because the structure of the human

body and the structure of the machine are different. To evaluate the definition of

human emotion from the perspective of artificial intelligence is indeed an unfair thing.

Different researchers attach different emphasis to the definition of emotion according

to different research directions. Some researchers may focus on subjective experiences

and feelings, while others focus on neural activity and behavioral responses.

The definition of emotion can be broadly divided into three schools: Percep-

tion Theory (James-Lange Theory ), Evolutionary Theory, and Cognitive

Theory (Fu, 2016).

James-Lange Theory tends to study the relationship between emotion and

physical changes, and was first defined by James Williams in 1884 (James , 1884):

The bodily changes follow directly the PERCEPTION of the exciting fact

and that our feeling of the same changes as they occur is the emotion.

James-Lange’s Theory emphasizes emotion was followed by physiological action/response,

this include internal sensations such as body temperature change and heart pounding,

and external behaviors such as crying and running away. The contribution of per-

ception theory is to bridge the gap between emotion and behavior, whether internal

physical change or external behavior. Even though this theory seems simplistic at

the moment (Fu, 2016), because it overemphasized the physical change and ignored

the functional influence of emotion on cognitive processes, nevertheless, the theory

has inspired future studies of emotion.
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Evolutionary Theory emphasizes that the emotion is the result of adaptation in

the process of evolution. Human ancestors connected various cognitive functions with

each other and formed patterns through adaptation to the environment (Izard , 1991;

Fu, 2016). The essence of evolutionary theory lies in the triggering of emotions by

events themselves, and the corresponding relationship between events and emotions

is acquired through learning and genetic coding. Events correspond to the activation

of the autonomic nervous system, leading to corresponding physiological responses,

as well as a subjective experience and external behavioral manifestations, including

expressions and behaviors. In other words, emotion is a coordination mechanism

whose evolutionary function is to coordinate various processes in the brain and body

in the service of adaptive problem solving, and this series of relationships is built

on the basis of natural selection in evolution (Nesse, 1990; Al-Shawaf et al., 2015;

Hammond , 2006).

Cognitive Theory holds that emotion is triggered by an individual’s appraisal

of an event (Lazarus , 1991). In other words, how an individual interprets the impact

of an event on him or her and the extent of the impact determine which emotion is

triggered (Halstead , 1961). What Cognitive theory and the Evolution theory have in

common is that how an event triggers a specific emotion depends on agent’s personal

emotion experience. For example, without any background knowledge, a man saw

the wolf without getting attacked, there was another man who saw the wolf, but got

attacked, in the next time when those two people see the wolf, different emotions will

be triggered; the man who got attacked may feel fear because he is afraid of getting

attacked again, however, the man who didn’t get attacked may feel nothing about

the wolves approaching. The difference between cognitive theory and evolutionary

theory is that the appraisal model of cognitive theory corresponds to a certain kind of

event, rather than the one-to-one correspondence between a single event and emotion.

Such kind of event will trigger similar emotions, and how to classify those events is
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determined by the individual’s own experience. Cognitive theory can better explain

the difference between different emotions, because it is hard to find the reason why

certain emotion is triggered with mapping between event and emotion, but cognitive

appraisal can help to show us how the event that triggers emotion impact on the

individual.

2.3 Which Theory is Suitable for AI emotion?

In fact, each emotion theory has different emphases due to different research di-

rections, and such differences will also appear in the research of artificial intelligence.

Therefore, different artificial intelligence systems may choose different emotional the-

ories due to their different needs, goals and basic assumptions. In the following

discussion, I will discuss my choice of emotion theory based on the needs of NARS. It

is important to note up front that the following discussion does not represent a good

or bad emotion theory; the choice itself is based on the needs of NARS.

James-Lange theory

The focus of James-Lange theory is not very suitable for the study of emotion

in NARS, because there is only a little discussion about the function of emotion in the

theory. Even though one of the functions of emotion is causing external behaviors, but

there is not a one-to-one mapping between emotion and behavior, but more complex

cognitive processes between emotion and behavior. The structure of the human body

and the machine are completely different. If the internal changes of the body are

taken as the focus of the emotional research, it is bound to replicate or simulate the

internal structure of the human body in the research of the machine. As mentioned

above, it is unfair to evaluate psychology’s definition of emotion from the perspective

of artificial intelligence, and it is also unfair to implement artificial intelligence by

completely simulating the structure of the human body.
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In fact, the above discussion goes back to the original philosophical question of

artificial intelligence, is artificial intelligence infinitely close to human intelligence as

the goal, or is it a unique type of intelligence inspired by human intelligence? My

answer is more in favor of the latter. Even if AI is implemented in machines, does

AI view the world in the same way as humans? If not, copying human intelligence is

equivalent to forcing the artificial intelligence to think in the way of human, if, as the

essence of artificial intelligence research meaning becomes to create a machine with

human thinking, but the result can be solved by means of fertility; why spend time

and energy to study and create an intelligent system?

The study of artificial intelligence is a kind of independent intelligence inspired

by human intelligence. Similarly, the study of artificial intelligent emotion only has a

mechanism similar to human emotion at an abstract level, but this mechanism does

not affect how machines will view the world in the future.

No matter what the focus of the research is, all the psychological research on

emotion is based on the mature emotional system of human beings. To be more

clear, the emotion studied by psychology has already existed, but the research on

artificial intelligence emotion is a process growing from nothing.

Evolutionary Theory

Evolutionary theory and cognitive theory have a lot in common, for example,

they both establish the relationship between events and emotions through learning,

but the differences determine how the relationship between events and emotions is

created and expressed. Evolutionary theory emphasis on emotion is the result of

human adaptability, in the long-term adaptation, and process of learning, the brain

builds events - emotion - coping (physiological reaction, internal change and external

behavior), the relationship will be stored in the genetic code to help the agent to

handle the same or similar events in the future, or passed on to the next generation.
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Although the theory of evolution has been embraced by many emotion researchers

(Barrett , 2017; Ekman, 2009), it does not, as is often the case with evolution theory

itself, offer a clear evolutionary explanation for emotion (Nesse, 1990). Instead of

giving a more basic, abstract definition of the relationship between the event and

the emotion, evolutionary emotion theory leaves evolution and natural selection to

account for everything that happens, with specific circumstances as the conditions

for the emotion to be triggered.

Even if evolutionary emotion theory is plausible, too specific emotional trigger

conditions and irreducible physiological changes in the human body make it difficult to

test the theory in an AI system. Because Evolutionary Emotion Theory requires long-

term evolution in a “stable environment,” NARS, at least, does not have the cognitive

capacity to conduct the kind of extensive learning needed to test the usefulness of

Evolutionary Emotion Theory.

Even we ignore the physiological change part of the evolutionary emotion theory

and only focus on the event-emotion-behavior clue, and use “Schema” to express

the relationship between event-emotion-behavior, it is worth discussing whether such

an enumeration approach is consistent with the basic assumptions of NARS design.

That is, intelligence is an adaptation based on “relative insufficient knowledge and

resources.” And this expression is not “explicable” enough. For example, when people

come across a wolf in the jungle, why do some people get scared? However, people

with training experience, on the other hand, might not feel fear. What’s the meaning

behind this emotional difference?

Cognitive Theory

Cognitive theory emphasizes that emotional triggers have an inseparable relation-

ship with individual cognitive appraisal. Maranon first proposed two components

of emotion, namely physiological arousal and psychological or cognitive components.
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(Maranon, 1985). Arnold judged the positiveness and negativeness of emotions ac-

cording to the advantages and harmfulness of the event to the agent, so as to take

approaches or evasive actions (Arnold , 1950).

Unlike other cognitive emotion theorists, Lazarus makes little reference to bodily

hormones and physiological arousal in his framework of cognitive theory, focusing

instead on the significance of the event itself to the individual. Lazarus believes that

emotions are determined and completed by cognitive appraisal, and the triggering of

emotions is completely determined by an individual’s cognitive appraisal of the event,

which explains why the same event will trigger different emotions in different people.

The reason is that each individual interprets the same event in different ways.

Appraisal, cognitive regulation, and coping are the three stages of the emotional

process (Lazarus , 1991; Stein et al., 1990). Emotions are not directly related to

things themselves, but the root cause of emotions lies in how individuals understand

changes in the environment, in other words, emotion is a certain way of appending

the world (Lazarus , 1991). The reason why emotion and cognition are inseparable

(Stein et al., 1990) is that the trigger of emotion is closely related to the individual’s

goal (Lazarus , 1991), and things unrelated to the individual’s goal will not make

the individual trigger emotion. The appraisal process is to evaluate the relationship

between event or object with individual’s goals, so as to determine the type of emotion

triggered; the intensity of the emotion corresponds to the extent to which the event

affects the individual’s goals.

Different with evolutionary theory which link specific events to emotion, the inter-

pretation of the cognitive appraisal method is a kind of abstract way, and appraisal

standard is no longer a specific event, but by some of the more abstract parts, for

example, Lazarus thinks only events associated with personal goals trigger emotion,

and events have nothing to do with goals will not trigger any emotion. This kind of

abstract appraisal is also similar to recent research on emotions (Barrett , 2017).
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The emotion appraisal process discusses a general model for the sources of emotion

for most people. The model breaks away from the dependence of emotion on the

organism, brain structure, and neuromodulatory system, and only focuses on the

interests between the change of external environment and the agent’s “itself”. Such

a model gets rid of the constraint that the realization of emotion must involve the

neuromodulatory system, and only changes the relationship between the external

environment and the “self” so that different emotions are triggered in the “body” of

the agent.

As neuroscience advances, neurobiologists are increasingly interested in dissecting

the structure of the brain to unravel the sources of emotion. Fewer and fewer psychol-

ogists and cognitive scientists are actually talking about emotion appraisal models,

and most of the discussion of emotion appraisal models can ony be found in the last

century (Lazarus , 1991; Roseman, 1996; Scherer et al., 2001).

Lazarus’s emotion appraisal model focuses on the direct relationship between the

external environment and individual goals, and the appraisal parameters are discrete

and nonlinear. The appraisal model is generally divided into two steps. The prelim-

inary appraisal mainly focuses on the relationship between the event itself and the

individual goal. In other words, the event which triggers emotion should be related

to the individual’s goal, no matter how strong it is. Otherwise, no emotion will be

triggered if the event not related to any goals.

The first step also involves checking that the event is congruent with the individ-

ual’s goals, which is another way of saying that the event occurs in accordance with

the individual’s desires. For example, for an event, the individual’s desire the event

to happen. We first ignore the concept of time, so whether the event takes place

in the past, present or in the future, then the occurrence of the event is consistent

with the individual’s desire, and vice versa (Lazarus , 1991). The congruent valence

determines whether the emotion triggered by the event is positive or negative.
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The valence of congruence determines whether the emotion triggered by the event

is positive or negative (Stein et al., 1990; Lazarus , 1991; Ortony et al., 1988). When

the occurrence of the event is consistent with the individual’s desire, the emotion

triggered must be a positive emotion, no matter what emotion it is, while when

the occurrence of the event is inconsistent with the individual’s desire, the emotion

triggered must be a negative emotion.

In fact, using the word ”positive” or ”negative” to describe a particular emotion

does not mean that the emotion has a ”positive” or ”negative” effect on humans.

Generally the positive and negative discussion is derived from the emotional experi-

ence of emotion and external expression. For example, we used to define angry as a

bad feeling, because of the quarrel or fight following anger is not the result of what

people want to see. But for the individual, although the cause of anger must be that

the individual is hindered in the process of achieving a certain goal, it is positive in

terms of the way it is dealt with. Fear involves both avoidance of fear stimuli and a

positive attitude towards safety (Vallverdu et al., 2009). By this point, some emotions

can be triggered, such as happiness, sadness, and fear, while more complex emotions

require more individual cognition (Lazarus , 1991).

If a person shows concern or fear about an event, then it probably hasn’t happened

yet. Even if some people show fear of some object, what they are really afraid of is

the harm that the object might do to them, and this fear of harm spreads to the

object in relation to the harm, and to all objects that have similar properties to that

object. As an example, if a person has ever been attacked by a German Shepherd

and developed a fear of German Shepherds, then that fear is likely to spread to all

dogs even seemingly docile ones like Samoyed. There is also an old Chinese saying

that goes, “Once you got bitten by a snake, you will feel fear of “well rope” for ten

year.” (Once Bitten, Twice Shy). So, what really triggers fear is the individual’s

anticipation of possible harm.
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Lazarus’s appraisal model omits the strength of emotions and the relationship

between emotion and time. Emotional intensity affected by many aspects, the first is

that how much the event affects individual’s goals, for example, a student’s expecta-

tions on achievement of an exam is 70 points, as long as the result is not less than 70

points, the students will be satisfied with the result, but the satisfaction degree will

improve with the improvement of performance, vice versa, if the grade is less than

70 points, the lower grades, the higher degree of sadness the student will experience

(Stein et al., 1990).

Time is also an important aspect that affects emotional intensity. Time will affects

events differently in the future than in the past. For an event which will happen in the

future, besides how much the event itself effect the intensity of the emotion, the closer

the occurrence time of the event is to the present time, the higher the intensity of

emotional arousal; the further the event is to the present time, the lower the intensity

of emotional arousal, it will always be a add-on to the intensity of the emotion because

as the time goes by, it will get closer and closer to the occurrence time of the event.

For events that have already happened, the intensity of the emotion decreases over

time. What decreased, is the priority of the concept, which refers to the possibility

to be revealed by the system in the future working cycles. The decay rate of the

priority will be determined by the stability of the concept. The difference between

the events that have already happened and happens in the future is, the emotion

can be triggered by memories, even though the emotions triggered by the memory

have a very low durability, but the intensity of the emotion might be similar when it

was happening. It means, even though the system can experience a similar intensity

of emotion as before, but the emotion decays really fast once the system realized

that the event has already happened. What triggers the emotion is the image of the

memory, not the reality (Damasio, 1999).

Coping is also a very important concept in Lazarus’s theory. As a purely cognitive
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approach, and its emphasis on coping rather than physical arousal, laid the founda-

tion for Lazarus’s theory of emotion in later research on Functionalist perspective of

Emotion (Joseph et al., 1994). The purpose of coping is to change the relationship

between the individual and the environment (Stein et al., 1990) in order to maintain

the situation that causes the individual to experience positive emotions, or change

the situation that causes the individual to experience negative emotions. Its purpose

is to maintain the internal environment of the individual, as well as the relationship

between the individual and the environment in a state that makes the individual

feel relatively stable and comfortable (Damasio, 2011). Just as humans learn how

to deal with transactions, an AGI system should not pre-define any coping behavior

to change system’s emotional state. All behaviors require the system to learn during

the adaptation process.

Lazarus’ theory of emotion is consistent with AGI systems in cognitive function,

and the idea of reducing the role of physiological arousal in emotion also provides

hope for the realization of emotion in artificial intelligence. The absence of physiolog-

ical arousal is no longer the reason why machines cannot have emotional functions.

Combined with the above two reasons, Lazarus’ cognitive emotion theory and Cam-

pos’ functionalist emotion model become the most important theoretical foundation

of this paper.
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CHAPTER 3

EMOTION IN AI

3.1 Why Do AI Scholars “Shy Away” From Emotions?

Many psychologists, cognitive scientists, and even neuroscientists have shown

us the important role that emotions play in human life from various perspectives.

(Lazarus , 1991; Stein et al., 1990; Bach, 2012; Gadanho, 2003). Emotion, though

difficult to define, but was called by Damasio the most intelligent product of bio-

logical values to date (Damasio, 2011). But for most of the people, the emotional

“disacceptance” of AI comes from the fear of the unknown, that is, the doubt that

humans can effectively control the AI system, especially with emotions. This kind of

worry mostly comes from the interpretation and presentation of artificial intelligence

in science fiction movies, which makes people feel fear of artificial intelligence that

have emotions like anger to get out of control.

For AI researchers, the reasons for staying away from AI emotion may be varied.

• Impossible to create an AI system with emotion

Some researchers believe that the ultimate goal of AI emotion research, or

emotional machine research, is to create artificial intelligence systems with

human-like emotions, and the differences between machines and humans make

researchers think that such research is absurd and futile (Ortony et al., 1988).

• There is not necessary to have emotion in the system

Mainstream AI systems have a single task and assume that all time, space,

and knowledge are sufficient. This is understandable, since mainstream AI
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seeks to optimize the functionality of the product, and therefore to improve

the effectiveness of the system at any cost. However, this kind of artificial

intelligent system only needs to learn mechanically, and any emotional input is

indeed a kind of disturbance to the system. An AI system should simply focus

on pursuing the goal it is given or designed for.

• The AI system is not powerful enough to support emotion functions

Emotion is an extremely complex cognitive process in the human brain, and no

one in psychology, cognitive science, or neuroscience has yet fully understood

all aspects of emotion. As for the artificial intelligence system, if its intelligence

level is not advanced enough to reach the level of emotion, it is insufficient

to instill necessary emotion and expectation into the intelligent system (La-

Grandeur , 2015). Different from the necessity of emotion, under the condition

of limited intelligence or cognition level of intelligent system, the system cannot

realize corresponding emotional function even if there is demand for emotional

function.

3.2 Why do we need Emotion in AGI

Combining the above viewpoints, we find that the development of artificial intel-

ligence emotion is hindered by multiple factors. The main reason for this problem

is that people have high requirements, or expectations, for “emotional machines”.

Influenced by the Turing Test, when people discuss artificial intelligence, they will

inevitably compare the functions of artificial intelligence system with the same func-

tions in human body. Only intelligent systems with the same abilities as human

beings or beyond human abilities will be recognized as “Intelligent”. Therefore, when

we talk about emotions, people expect machines to have emotions like humans, and

such emotions will be embodied in human-machine interaction, but such requirements
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seem to be too harsh for the current research on artificial intelligence.

In addition to the social function of emotion, one of the most important function

of emotion is the resource regulation and enhancement of agency autonomy. We

often describe a person who is “hard working”, or a “killer”, as “a machine without

feelings”. In fact, this sentence reflects from the side that people or machines without

emotions are only driven by tasks and goals, and lack autonomy. An autonomous

intelligence system should complete tasks in a planned way, and can change the

original plan according to the new task in real time. In this dynamic planning module,

emotion plays a very important role.

Therefore, in the current work, we pay more attention to the functionality of

emotion, that is, how emotion can improve the autonomy of AGI through internal

resource allocation, rather than regard emotion as an important regulation of human-

computer interaction or machine-computer interaction. Because one of the first things

we have to prove is that AGI requires emotion function, in other words, emotion

function can improve the reasoning ability and adaptability of AGI.

3.3 Previous Works on Emotion in AGI

The study of emotion in artificial intelligence is difficult to integrate with the study

of human emotion in psychology, in part because it is difficult for psychologist to

study human emotion without discussing the brain structures that influence emotion

(Damasio, 2011, 1999), the hypothalamus, the amygdala, which are main structures

of emotion, as well as the three major neuromodulatory systems, dopamine, serotonin,

and opioid. The examples referenced above, may make people think simulating struc-

ture in the brain are associated with emotions and neuromodulatory system is a way

to make artificial intelligence system have emotion.

The method of simulation is not necessarily inappropriate. After all, the achieve-

ments of deep learning are obvious to all. The neural network imitates a working
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mode of human brain in reasoning, even if the machine has no self-awareness. But

triggering emotions is inextricably linked to self-awareness, because without aware-

ness, a machine would not know itself exists, let alone know what it is thinking. The

appraisal process of emotion is related to self-interest/goal. If the change of external

environment is not related to any goal of the individual, no emotion will be triggered

(Lazarus , 1991). Without the self-awareness, a system that aims only to achieve

the function of emotions is hollow, because such an attempt would deprive charm of

emotions.

Even artificial intelligent systems that claim to be self-aware (Li et al., 2018;

Franklin et al., 2014; Bach, 2012) are unable to come up with a logic and method

applicable to most artificial intelligence systems due to the differences in the structure

of the system, design concepts, and basic assumptions. The fundamental differences

in design concept hinders the communication of different system designers. Even if

the other party agrees with other design concepts, they will not be able to use the

method because it is not compatible with the system they designed.

Many scholars have focused on the external expression of emotion and the cor-

responding behaviors (Arbib and Fellous , 2004), but emotion is also very important

for the internal cognitive processes, such as resource-allocation(Lazarus , 1991; Stein

et al., 1990), decision-making (Antos and Pfeffer , 2011; Elster , 2009; Gadanho, 2003),

and goal-selection (Gavrilov , 2008).

With the continuous development of artificial intelligence technology, artificial

intelligence scholars began to explore the possibility of endowing artificial intelligent

system with emotion (Antos and Pfeffer , 2011; Arbib and Fellous , 2004; Bach, 2012;

Li et al., 2018). Although some scholars have denied the possibility of inventing

“emotional machine” (Ortony et al., 1988), this does not hinder the development of

research on emotion in artificial intelligence. Although the difference between human

body and machine often discourage artificial intelligence emotion researchers. The
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ultimate goal of artificial intelligence emotion research (at least at the present stage)

is not to make a machine with the human emotion, but to make the function of human

emotion reflected in the AI system.

Any discussion of the possibility of creating an emotional machine cannot be

categorically denied because of the structural differences between the human body

and the machine. Having emotion modules in an AI system is not exactly an attempt

to implement, assign, or simulate human emotion in a machine. I would define the

research of emotion in artificial intelligence as an attempt, or as a challenge, because

the emotion to the person’s enormous influence in our daily life, lets people wonder

whether emotion can also effect the machine, or, whether emotional experience can

be separated from the structure of the human body and brain, and to be influential

in other forms of carriers (animals).

Many different AI researchers have interpreted the role of emotion in AI systems

from different perspectives and using different systems. The rest of this chapter will

be used to introduce some representative AI emotion research.

Affective Computing

The reason why I put affective computing in the first place is that affective com-

puting is very different from the research direction and basic assumptions of artificial

emotion in the general artificial intelligence field. The interpretation of emotion in

affective computing and artificial general intelligence is not the difference between

strong artificial intelligence and weak artificial intelligence, the main difference comes

from the different research direction. In artificial general intelligence system, emotion

mainly solves the problem of internal resource regulation, while affective computing

solves the problem of human-machine interaction. Therefore, to a certain extent, it

is unfair to compare the results of the two research fields. However, the achievements

of affective computing in human-computer interaction research can not be ignored,
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which will also provide great inspiration for the research of emotion in artificial general

intelligence system.

The main application area of affective computing is human-computer interaction.

The main purpose of affective computing is to give computers the ability to ob-

serve, interpret, and produce emotional characteristics similar to humans(Tao and

Tan, 2005). Many observations come from the analysis of facial expressions, body

movements, gestures, voices, and behaviors. As for the computer, observation is not

limited to vision, hearing, or some sensory information used by human beings. It can

even scan physiological signals such as human temperature and heart rate through

infrared devices, so as to understand each other’s emotional state more accurately

(Picard , 1997, 2003).

Facial expression recognition based on static or dynamic analysis of the expression,

the other’s feelings make a preliminary judgment, the reason why it is the “preliminary

judgment ” is because “the facial expression can be deceiving”, for example, the face

we make when crying. There are several possibilities could make people cry, sadness,

“tears of joy,” or being moved by something specific, there is only subtle differences

of emotional expressions caused by the conditions above.

In addition to facial expression recognition, there are speech processing and body

posture, movement recognition. Language processing is mainly based on the content

of the speaker, speed, prosodic characteristics and other parameters to analyze and

predict the speaker’s emotions. Body posture and movement are the collection of

emotional information conveyed by body language.

For the above observable information, affective computing adopts a multimodal

system, which can analyze all the observable information in a short time uniformly.

Externally observable information alone cannot provide a computer with enough

knowledge to judge the emotional state of an interactor. According to Lazarus’s

cognitive affective theory, we know that emotion is triggered by the individual’s cog-
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nitive appraisal of the event, while expression, language, body posture and movement

are all caused by the changes in the autonomic nervous system after emotion is trig-

gered. If you want to interact emotionally with the other party correctly, you need

to know the cause of the emotion of the other party. If the person cries because of

happiness, the person would share happiness with the other party. The person that

is happy should not be comforted by another party because the crying is not for sad-

ness. The affective understanding module of affective computing improves the ability

to analyze the emotional state of interactors and optimize their mutual behaviors

through the relationship between emotion and cognition.

ACT-R

ACT-R is a typical cognitive structure based on a model-based approach, con-

sisting of a set of modules related to different brain regions in humans (Park and

Myung , 2012). Each module in the ACT-R corresponds to a similar function in the

human brain, including the visual module, the auditory module, and the sound mod-

ule, which are used for the interaction between the system and the outside world.

The Declarative module, the Goal module, and the Imagination module, are used for

internal knowledge reasoning and knowledge formation. Some researchers have used

ACT-R to conduct related emotional architecture and simulation, so as to solve differ-

ent problems (Park and Myung , 2012; Belavkin, 2003; Chown et al., 2006; Belavkin,

2001).

The realization of emotion in ACT-R is derived from Russell’s two-dimensional

emotion model (Russell , 1983,9). The first dimension is the intensity of emotion,

which is related to arousal, while the second dimension is called valence, which is

mainly used to simply divide emotion into two dimensions, positive (positive emotion)

and negative (negative emotion). Choice in ACT-R is not only influenced by goal (G)

and noise (T), in addition to the experience stored as rules, which are the primary
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factors of emotional arousal. The ACT-R has different motivations, arousal levels,

and coping styles for different events, depending on the goal and different level of

noise. Its main functions are used to resolve conflict issues and help the system make

choices.

Belavkin also demonstrated the need for emotion in the cognitive system in his

doctoral dissertation (Belavkin, 2003), demonstrating the effect of emotional stim-

ulation on learning efficiency in mice by replicating Yerkes and Dodson’s “Dancing

Mouse” experiment (Yerkes and Dodson, 1908) in ACT-R. The definition of conflict

in ACT-R is mainly shown as the process of selecting one rule from multiple rules

matching multiple goal states, and the addition of emotion makes the agent more in-

clined to behavior selection in the selection decision-making process. For example, in

the case of low noise (T), ACT-R produces positive emotions and high self-confidence,

corresponding to behaviors that tend to be risk-averse in order to achieve beneficial

effects, whereas in the case of high noise, choices tend to be risk-taking and carry

negative emotions. When the goal value is low, the arousal is not high because of

the stimulus degree, the awakening degree is low, and then the performance is lack of

motivation, the effort to complete the goal is small, and for the high goal value, the

agent feels positive, the awakening degree is high, and is willing to spend more energy

to complete the goal. As a result, Belavkin also described the effect of the ratio of G

to T on the agent by combining the effects of goal and noise, and found that either

too high or too low a stimulus would hinder learning and reasoning, while moderate

stimulus would promote certain cognitive functions.

CLARION

CLARION is a cognitive structure composed of multiple subsystems, including:

action-centered (ACS), non-action-centered (NACS), motivational-centered (MCS),

and metacognitive (MS) subsystems(Sun et al., 2015). Emotion in CLARION is
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regarded as the synthesis of multiple mechanisms and processes, including experience,

behavior, cognition, psychological and physiological characteristics. It is for this

reason that emotion in CLARION is the result of coordination of multiple subsystems.

CLARION’s synthetic cognitive framework makes the realization of emotion in its

system possible. The emotional process is also divided into explicit and invisible

processes, which interact with each other and play the role of cooperative reasoning

in decision-making and action.

CLARION’s principle of reasoning is that action comes first, and reasoning serves

action. This makes CLARION adjust CLARION’s attention through emotion all the

time, and further influence CLARION’s choice of action. CLARION’s affective model

includes: reactive affective, deliberative assessment, and coping/action composition.

Reactive Emotion and Prudential Assessment (Reactive Emotion and Prudential As-

sessment) identifies the resulting emotion by conducting a detailed assessment of the

current event in relation to the benefits of the system itself. The results can be used

in the third step, response/action selection.

Emotion is considered to be directly related to action in CLARION, and it is

claimed that emotion is expressed through action to a large extent, and emotion has

a great influence on perception and attention. While inside the system, emotion is

generated through the appraisal process jointly executed by ACS, NACS, MCS and

MS. Each subsystem is evaluated at different levels and in different ways. Prudential

appraisal can be carried out in NACS, and a goal is recommended, and the goal

determines the coping/behavior. Goals will be selected by the ACS and simulated,

compared, and summarized.

LIDA

The LIDA model is a conceptual and partially implemented computing model, the

design of the system is based on Barrs’ global workspace theory (Baars , 2017), which
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emphasizes the role of consciousness (in particular attention) in cognition. In simple

terms, the LIDA can do real-time interaction with the environment, to understand

the environment data, and various modules within the system will be further filtering

and use these to understand, and compete in the global workspace for attention, and

the content of the victory will be broadcast in the global working space, while the

conscious broadcast will further recruit some unconscious process, eventually, it will

choose an appropriate response based on the current situation (Franklin et al., 2014).

Emotion is emphasized as a feeling in LIDA, and feeling is realized in internal

Perceptual Associative Memory (PAM) nodes. According to different valence states

of feeling (positive or negative), feeling nodes are divided into driving feeling nodes

and interpretive feeling nodes. The former describes the current internal state of the

agent, while the latter is used to evaluate internal or external stimuli (McCall et al.,

2020).

The emotional valence state determines LIDA’s attitude towards an object’s likes

or dislikes, while activation determines the degree of emotion. Activation itself also

represents the salience of the situation. Therefore, the activation state corresponding

to emotion contributes to the competitive strength of relevant nodes in the global

workspace, and makes the nodes with high activation state more likely to win the

competition for attention.

LIDA also uses Lazurus’ cognitive emotion appraisal theory as the system itself to

evaluate the relationship between events and the system itself from the perspective of

emotion. Assessment, as the initial pre-conscious process, is triggered automatically

by perception, but it can also be triggered by memory and imagination.

MicroPsi

MicroPsi is an agent architecture based on Dietrich Drner’s Psi theory, which

attempts to describe the emotional, motivational, and cognitive interactions of situ-
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ational agents in artificial intelligence systems (Bach, 2003).

MicroPsi is a structured implementation of the Psi theory, similar to LIDA, which

is a structured implementation of the global workspace theory. MicroPsi focuses on

the agent’s own motivations, emotions, and the acquisition of objects in the environ-

ment in the process of interacting with the environment, as well as the interaction

with objects. The MicroPsi is connected to the environment through a set of body

parameters and external sensors, and all the semantics of acquired representations

are the result of interactions with the environment (Bach et al., 2019).

Emotion in MicroPsi is closely related to needs, satisfying a need produces a

happy signal, and conversely, a pain signal. For a goal, if it is pursued by the agent,

a positive reward will be generated to urge the agent to pursue the goal; otherwise, a

negative reward will be generated. In order to avoid the event.

Emotions are not explicitly realized in MicroPsi, but appear as perceptual classi-

fications, describing 32 emotions according to different needs, different environments

the agent is in, and different relationships between the agent and the environment.

Sigma

Sigma is a cognitive architecture and system whose development is driven by a

combination of four desiderata: grand unification, generic cognition, functional ele-

gance, and sufficient efficiency, it is built around an eponymous cognitive architec-

ture: Sigma (Rosenbloom et al., 2016). The previous Sigma system did not have the

emotional mechanism, but in order to strengthen the ability to deal with complex

real-world problems, expand the ability of the general mechanism, and improve the

efficiency of the system to solve problems, Sigma tried to integrate the emotional

mechanism into the system (Rosenbloom et al., 2015).

Even though the earlier Sigma did not have emotional capabilities, the overall ar-

chitecture of Sigma fully supports the capabilities necessary for emotional processing.
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The designers of Sigma believe that emotional modules should not be independent of

the existing functions of the system, but to implement the architecture of emotional

modules through the original functions as much as possible. The emotion module

mainly contains two functions: (1) the basic appraisal of emotion trigger; (2) the

regulation of thought and behavior after emotion trigger.

Sigma’s emotion model takes into account the impact of anticipated events on

emotions and the desirability of the event, i.e. whether an event promotes survival

and hinders the desired goal, and at the same time, the primary function of emotions

is defined as the efficient allocation of attention to limited resources.
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CHAPTER 4

NON-AXIOMATIC REASONING SYSTEM

4.1 NARS Overview

NARS (Non-Axiomatic Reasoning System) is an AGI designed in the framework of

a reasoning system. The project has been described in many publications, including

two books (Wang , 2006)(Wang , 2013), Therefore, this chapter only introduces the

content that is directly related to the doctoral dissertation.

Theoretical and strategic assumptions

Mainstream AI defines “intelligence” as the ability to solve problems that only

the human brain can solve. Obviously, such a definition limits AI to the framework

of “human intelligence”, but this definition doesn’t seem fair to intelligent machines.

For example, airplanes are designed with birds and other animals in mind, ”it is clear

that airplanes have designs and capabilities different from birds. Although the scope

of problem-solving of current intelligent systems cannot be compared with that of

human beings, it is undeniable that computer systems are indeed better than human

beings in terms of computational speed and accuracy, as well as memory. But at the

same time, it does not mean that the ability of intelligent system will surpass human

beings. There is an insurmountable gap between human beings and machines, and

one side is always more advanced than the other in some regard. If the advantages of

intelligent machines are properly utilized, intelligent machines will eventually become

a good helper for human beings.
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In NARS, intelligence is defined as “the ability for a system to adapt to its environ-

ment and to work with insufficient knowledge and resources.” This definition requires

the system to be able to perceive unanticipated information from any environment,

working with finite resources, interact with the environment according to experience

and finally adapt to the environment. At any given time, an action performed by

NARS while interacting with the environment or the answer the system gives to a

problem is not necessarily the optimal solution to the problem, but the best answer

that can be given based on the experience of NARS. Therefore, as NARS continues to

learn and adapt to the environment, its ability to deal with problems will gradually

improve.

According to the NARS definition of intelligence, a NARS system has three basic

properties:

• Finite: The system has a constant information-processing capacity in terms of

processor speed, storage space, etc.

• Real time: The system is capable of handling problems that arise at any time,

and the utility of its solutions may decline over time.

• Open: The system can accept input data and questions for any content, as

long as they are presented in a format recognized by the system.

These properties determine that when NARS is working with limited resources

and knowledge, it is not possible for NARS to consider all solutions to a problem, but

rather to consider important, more relevant possibilities, and then make inferences

based on past experience to come up with a ”relatively rational” solution.

Knowledge Representation

As a reasoning system, NARS uses a formal language called “Narsese” for knowl-

edge representation, which is defined by a formal grammar given in Wang (2013).
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This chapter only introduces the knowledge representation related to this disserta-

tion, so that readers can understand the following introduction.

The logic used in NARS belongs to a tradition of logic called “term logic”, where

the smallest component of the representation language is a “term”, and the sim-

plest statement has a “subject-copula-predicate” format, where the subject and the

predicate are both terms.

The basic statement in NARS is the inheritance statement, which takes the form

of “S → P”, where S is the subject term, P is the predicate term, and the “→” is

the inheritance copula, which is defined as a reflexive and transitive relation from one

term to another term. The intuitive meaning of “S → P” is “S is a special case of P”

and “P is a general case of S”. For example: statement “water → liquid” intuitively

means “water is a type of liquid”

In general, the “inheritance” copula is similar with the subset relation in set

theory(Wang , 2006). “robin → bird” intuitively means “Robin is a type of bird”,

not robin is a particular instance of a bird. But, if there is a robin named Tweety,

then Tweety is an instance of robin as well as a bird. “Tweety is a robin“ is written

as “{Tweety} → robin”. In addition to instances, attributes of an object can be

represented as “[Term]”. For example, “{Tweety} → [yellow]” intuitively means

“Tweety is yellow”.

Atomic terms can be combined in Narsese to construct compound terms of various

types. A compound term (con, C1, C2, ..., Cn) is formed by a term connector, con,

and one or more component terms (C1, C2, ..., Cn). The term connector is a logical

constant with pre-defined meaning in the system.

The way in which a sequence of events can be represent in a format of compound

term, for example, a sequence of events, A, B, and C can be represented as a compound

term (&/,A,B,C). It means event A, B, and C happen one after another. The

sequence does not have the same meaning as the Narsese “implication”, which means
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“if-then””; for example, E1 /⇒ E2 means if E1 happens, then E2 will happen.

The above statement can be regarded as being used by NARS to describe an

object or event in the third person view. In addition to external description, Narsese

can also describe the internal activity of NARS through a special Narsese statement

called an “operation ”, which is an event that can be directly realized and executed

by the system.

In general, an operation statement in NARS is expressed as:

(^op(a), {SELF})

This means that NARS will execute operation a. And SELF is a special concept in

NARS, referring to NARS itself. When SELF appears, NARS is no longer objectively

described from the third-person perspective through Narsese, but describes NARS’

own subjective feelings, subjective experiences and triggering subjective operations

in first person form through their relations with the SELF concept.

In general, there are three types of sentences in Narsese:

• A judgment is a statement with a truth value, and represents a piece of knowl-

edge that system knows or can learn. For example,

<(&/, <{enemy} --> [left], (^left, {SELF}) =/> <{SELF} --> [good]>>.

means when the enemy appears on the left and the NARS moves to the left,

the NARS will be good. This sentence with a truth-value makes the system

able to absorb this conceptual relation, together with its implications, into the

system’s beliefs. More details about the truth value can be found in (Wang ,

2006).

• A goal is a statement to be realized by executing some operations. For example,

if NARS has a goal “〈{SELF} → [good]〉!”, means that the system should keep
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itself in “good” condition, and if considering the example above, one way to

keep itself in “good” condition is to move to the left when the enemy appears

on the left. Each goal is accompanied by a desired value, which represents the

degree or state of the events that the system wants achieve. More details about

the desire value can be found in (Wang , 2006), too.

• A question is a statement without a truth-value or desire-value, and represents

a query to be answered according to the system’s beliefs or goals. For example,

if the system has a belief “〈{SELF} → [good]〉.” (with a truth-value), it can be

used to answer question “〈{SELF} → [good]〉?” by reporting the truth-value,

as well as to answer the question “〈{SELF} → ?x〉?” by reporting the truth-

value together with the term [good], as it is the property of SELF. Similarly, the

same belief can also be used to answer question “〈?y → [good]〉?” by reporting

the truth-value together with the term {SELF}, as it is the instance that has

property [good].

4.2 Inference control

According to the inference rules of NARS, NARS can perform the following three

inference tasks:

• To absorb new experience through interaction with the environment. If it is

new experience, it will be added to the beliefs of the system. If there is already

the same belief in the system but the new and old beliefs have different evidence

base, the new and old beliefs will be combined through “revision”. In addition

to revision, it will also make use of the original knowledge to derive some of

their implications spontaneously.;

• To answer input questions and derived questions according to the system’s

beliefs.
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• To achieve input goals and derived goals by executing the related operations

under corresponding context according to the system’s beliefs;

In NARS’ memory, beliefs and tasks are organized into concepts, and all the con-

cepts are put into a data structure named “bag”. A “bag” is a special data structure

designed for resource allocation in NARS. All the concepts in the bag are grouped into

different levels according to their priority. High-priority concepts are allocated more

resources for processing, and similarly, low-priority concepts are allocated fewer re-

sources. Each working cycle of NARS selects a concept from the bag to be processed,

and high-priority concepts have a higher chance of being selected, while low-priority

concepts still have chance of being selected, but are less likely to be selected than high-

priority concepts. Therefore, the probability for a concept to be selected is positively

correlated to its priority value.

Attention is mainly determined by priority and durability, which are part of a

“budget value” (Hammer et al., 2016). In general, priority corresponds to how im-

portant a concept or task is to NARS, so the more important the concept or task is,

the greater the chance that it will be processed first by NARS. Durability corresponds

to decay rate of the priority; the priorities of concepts and tasks will decay over time.

The higher the degree of durability, the priority will decay slower, the concept or the

task can be focused on by the system for a longer time, on the contrary, the lower

the degree of durability, the priority will decay faster, the concept or the task can be

ignored faster by the system.

4.3 New Architecture

My work on emotion contributes to the implementation of a new architecture of

NARS, which was introduced into the system initially in OpenNARS version 3.1.0

(Wang et al., 2020). This section will give a brief description of the framework of the
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Figure 4.1: The old Architecture of Control Mechanism in NARS

new architecture, while the more specific implementation and functions within the

architecture will be introduced in the following sections.

Compared with the old control mechanism, the new control mechanism of NARS is

mainly reflected in the change of buffer. Figure 4.1 shows the old control architecture,

which was largely used in previous releases. In the earliest versions, buffers were

simply containers for carrying input, since the previous tests did not have large or

frequent inputs, and many of the test sets were simple one-step reasoning. When

different numbers of inputs occur at the same time, all of them are stored in the

buffer, waiting for the next working cycle to start before sending all the inputs into

memory in turn. This approach is obviously in conflict with the basic assumption of

NARS, “adaptation with insufficiency of knowledge and resources (AIKR)” to some

extent.
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Problems in Previous Versions of OpenNARS

Under the assumption of AIKR, it would be unreasonable for NARS to process all

incoming information, unless NARS always has enough time and space to process all

the information receives; but it is clear that real life does not confer such conditions

on any person or machine, any time and space are not infinite, we cannot discuss

“infinite” possibilities in a “limited” framework. If NARS does not have such a

capability, extracting all the information from the buffer in each working cycle will

cause great pressure on NARS reasoning, especially when there is a large amount of

information flooding in continuously, NARS does not have enough time and space to

process all the information in a short time and continue to receive new information.

In later versions(Hammer et al., 2016), the buffer functionality was updated. In-

stead of taking all the tasks from the buffer at a time, the main memory selects only

one task from the buffer at a time. If the selected task is an event, temporal induction

will happen between the selected event with all other events in the buffer right before

or after it.

The buffer design is still flawed in this version. Even though the buffer capacity

is limited, the time that an event exists in the buffer tends to be infinite. Such a

setting can create redundancy in the buffer when a large number of events rush in,

that is, the event itself will only be removed by the buffer when the buffer capacity

is reached and the priority of the event itself is the minimum in the buffer, otherwise

the event will remain in the buffer until it is selected. Such a design would obviously

conflict with the basic assumptions of AIKR to some extent, and would prevent later

events from being perceived by the system if the event remained in the buffer.

Another problem is the single buffer setup. The single buffer accepts both exter-

nal information and internal reasoning results, which causes information redundancy

and fails to provide sufficient support for the emotion module. In short, a single

buffer cannot enable the system to have an emotion module capable of handling both
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external and internal stimuli.

The last problem is the inability to deal with anticipations in a timely manner. As

a very important function of the cognitive system, anticipation can make a prediction

of what will happen next after an event is perceived by the system according to its

own experience. For example, the system may know that B will happen after A, so

when A happens, the system will expect the occurrence of B. But the previous version

could not predict the occurrence of B at the same time as A occurs and is perceived by

the system, but only can make this prediction after A has entered the main memory.

In the face of two events with short time interval, processing cannot make a timely

prediction. Sometimes, the prediction will be generated after B has happened, and

such result is bound to affect emotions related to the anticipation. Fear, for example,

will not be triggered if the system is unable to anticipate consequences in the face

of danger, because fear is about something that has not yet happened, rather than

something that has already happened. Delayed anticipation triggering can cause the

system to be harmed by the inability to anticipate a bad outcome, even in the face

of danger.

While not all of the problems have been covered in the previous discussion, the

issues mentioned are the ones that must be addressed to build emotional modules.

The rest of this chapter discusses the new control architecture for NARS and how the

new architecture addresses these control issues.

Overview of New Architecture

This section briefly introduces the framework new architecture of NARS. The new

architecture will update the number and functionality of buffers on the basis of the

old architecture, update the location of the anticipation modules while addressing

the internal problems of the previous version, and add emotional functionality on the

basis of the new architecture. In the new architecture, emotion is not programmed
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Figure 4.2: The New Architecture of Control Mechanism in NARS

as a plug-in or an additional function of the system, but is integrated into the basic

cognitive processing and becomes an essential part of the cognitive process.

The new architecture will adopt a “double buffer” construction. As shown in

Figure 4.2, the buffer is divided into two parts, the Overall Experience buffer and the

Internal experience buffer, while keeping the main memory and the inference module

unchanged.

Overall experience buffer is used to store and process both external and internal

stimuli. The external stimuli are perceived by the system. Although current systems

are not perfectly equipped with sensors connected to the outside world, this does

not affect the creation of Overall experience buffers. The internal stimulus comes

from the internal experiential buffer. The internal buffer only stores and processes

internal stimuli, and the inference results of each working cycle will be first sent to the

Internal Experience buffer for processing instead of being directly sent to the Overall

Experience buffer.

The overview of NARS shows that the capabilities provided by NARS have the

potential to build evaluation models for some emotions.

The goal processing function of NARS itself provides the possibility to realize the
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emotional process in NARS. First, when an event occurs, whether the event itself is

relevant to any of the NARS goals determines whether an emotion will be triggered.

If the event related to any of the goals, the emotion module of NARS will be triggered.

By this point, some emotion will be triggered but we don’t know what type of emotion

will be triggered.

The congruence between the event and the goal determines the valence of the

emotion. Positive emotions are triggered when the event is congruent with the goal,

while negative emotions are triggered when it is incongruent with the goal. If the

event is realized to be congruent with the desire of NARS (desire value is greater

than 0.5), the positive emotion module will be activated and further specification

will be required, other wise, if the event is realized to be incongruent with the de-

sire(desire value less than 0.5), the negative emotion module will be activated and

further specification will be required to decide which emotion NARS is experiencing

at the current moment.

Cognitive regulation is a bridge connecting appraisal and coping. Cognitive reg-

ulation adjusts the priority, durability and quality related to the goal concept within

NARS according to the result of appraisal (what kind of emotion is triggered, and the

intensity of the emotion) , so as to improve/reduce the possibility of the related con-

cept being processed by NARS, as well as the decay rate, thus affecting the strategies

and plans of NARS for dealing with related events.

More detailed introduction and discussion about the principles of the new archi-

tecture, as well as the internal architecture and functions of Buffer will be found in

chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 5

REQUIREMENTS FOR AN AGI EMOTION

MECHANISM

This chapter describes the requirements for an AGI emotion mechanism. This dis-

cussion will be developed from several different aspects, based on the existing NARS

emotion model, to describe the conditions necessary to implement emotion model

in AGI system. The discussion on this issue will be carried out from the following

aspects: a). Design Requirements: this part mainly discusses the design require-

ment which is the theoretical basis of AGI emotion model design. The framework of

emotion model determines the how it can be built based on the current system. The

design of emotional modules must be based on the design framework of the current

system to make it possible to be implemented, rather than a idealized theoretical

framework that cannot be implemented. b). Functional Requirements: Func-

tional requirements mainly discuss what changes emotion will have on the function

of AGI system. AGI researchers cannot add emotion to the cognitive framework sim-

ply because emotion is an essential part of human cognitive process. They cannot

add emotion just for the sake of adding emotion. The purpose of adding emotion

modules is to improve the performance of the cognitive system, whether it is effi-

ciency or system autonomy. c). Architectural Requirements: The architectural

requirements mainly discuss the architectural requirements of the emotional modules

if they are added to the AGI system, no matter whether the emotional modules are

integrated into the functions of the system or an independent module separate from

other functions of the system.
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5.1 Design Requirements

Emotion, as an indispensable part of human cognition, is a hot research field in

psychology, cognitive science and even neurobiology. Emotion has also been favored in

the field of artificial general intelligence. Through the discussion in the second chapter,

we find that there are great differences between the mainstream AI field and the AGI

field in the attitude towards emotion, the basic assumptions for the implementation of

an emotion machine, and the methods for the implementation of an emotion machine.

However, the difference on fundamental assumptions does not affect our discussion

on this issue. Mainstream AI study for emotional artificial intelligence began in the

discussion and implementation around human-computer interaction, which is feature

analysis of people’s emotional state, these features include, expression, sound, body

temperature, even the experience of the people which triggered the emotion, so as

to make the right feedback. In comparison, the artificial general intelligence began

in the impact of emotion on system’s function which is based on the analysis of the

current event or relationship between environment and system, which trigger some

emotions and lead the system into different emotional states. The emotional state

will adjust internal environment and the system’s parameters so it can make some

response; this kind of response is either internal ideological changes or changes in the

external behavior.

Design requirement 1: Emotion should not be considered as an addi-

tional function of the cognitive system, but should be integrated directly

into the cognitive framework

The requirement does not mean all cognitive architectures need to have an emo-

tional module, but once a cognitive framework needs to add an emotional module, the
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module should not serve as a tool or plug-in which independent from the overall cogni-

tive architecture, not should it be added in order to solve one specific problem within

the cognitive architecture. Emotions are supposed to be the result of how the whole

cognitive system works (Sun et al., 2015), and the result will act on the whole cogni-

tive system. The addition of emotion is a comprehensive improvement of the ability

of the cognitive system, which is an extension of the strict cognitive processing to

improve the intelligent behavior needed in the complex real world(Rosenbloom et al.,

2015). Therefore, the design of emotion modules is not only about how the current

architecture can support the elements necessary for emotional processing, but more

importantly, how emotion can be integrated into the existing cognitive architecture.

Most AGI systems follow this design concept in the design of emotion module,

and the new architecture of NARS system also follows this design requirement. In

the new architecture, the emotion module breaks away from the design concept of

NARS 3.0.4 which make emotion module as a plug-in, but instead integrates different

emotion assessment, regulation and feedback into the overall architecture. At the

beginning of the new architecture design, emotion has been regarded as an essential

component.

The trigger of emotion is not only due to change of external environment, but

also the own thoughts and memories of NARS. The emotion module in the new

architecture is not an independent module from the other modules, instead it’s in a

different positions which have the corresponding processing mechanism. For example,

a relatively simple emotion, fear, in simple terms, the appraisal model for fear is when

an event expected by the agent is contrary to one of goals of the agent (Lazarus , 1991).

Therefore, fear is related to the anticipation, and the appraisal model and regulation

function of fear are emerged into the module of anticipation processing

Design Requirement 2: The emotion modules in the AGI system should
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be constructed in accordance with the elements provided by the cognitive

structure.

If the AGI system is classified according to the theoretical basis, we can simply

divide it into two categories: one school tries to accurately simulate human emotion

(Bach, 2012; Franklin et al., 2014), while the other try to realize a more general con-

cept of emotion that is not limited to human emotion (Wang , 2006; Belavkin, 2003).

This paper is not intended to evaluate the above two types of cognitive architecture.

In fact, no matter which type of cognitive architecture is used, a complete theoretical

basis is required for the implementation of emotion modules. The theoretical founda-

tion is not simply to provide theoretical guidance to the emotion module, but more

importantly to detect whether the cognitive framework has reached the design level

that can realize the corresponding emotion model.

The research on emotion in the field of psychology, cognitive psychology, and even

neurobiology research are in the opposite direction of research in the field of artificial

intelligence. The research of emotion in psychology is based on the emotion already

existing in human cognitive structure, while the research of emotion in artificial in-

telligence, especially in AGI research field, is inspired by human emotion and creates

or explores similar emotion models in AGI system from nothing. Most cognitive

architectures may not have emotion models in the early stage.

In the discussion in chapter two, we aimed at several different psychological emo-

tion models, the reason why cognitive emotion model is selected as the theoretical

foundation for the design and implementation of emotion module is because cognitive

theory has completely described the process from emotion triggering to how emotion

plays a role in people’s cognitive function, taking emotion as an important role in

the cognitive process. Emotion evolution theory focuses more on how the emotional

mechanism is established, while James-Lange theory only emphasizes the mapping of
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emotion and behavior as well as physiological changes, but ignores the influence of

emotion on people at the cognitive level. In other words, when a behavior is accompa-

nied by emotion, James-Lange theory does not attempt to explain how emotions drive

behavioral or physiological responses. Therefore, based on the cognitive emotion the-

ory, it is possible to build a complete emotional framework in NARS. In addition to

NARS, Micropsi, LIDA, Sigma and other cognitive frameworks have also established

emotion modules based on different emotion theories.

The only thing that is certain is that even if the evolutionary emotion theory

is reasonable, most AGI systems are not able to obtain emotions through evolution

at this stage. As a part of evolutionary theory, evolutionary emotion theory has

strict requirements on a stable evolutionary environment, which can not be provided

by AGI system today. Moreover, many social emotions can only be generated by

the communication between multiple individuals. At least the current realization of

NARS cannot build emotion module on the theoretical basis of evolutionary emotion

theory.

To sum up, the realization of emotion module in an AGI system should rely on

the elements which can be provided by the existing cognitive framework, rather than

on the theoretical model that the framework does not support.

Design Requirement 3: Emotion modules should be geared towards

information from different sources, rather than specific sources.

The main idea of cognitive emotion theory is that emotion arises from the individ-

ual’s cognitive appraisal of events. Individuals produce corresponding emotions by

evaluating the impact of events on themselves. But in real life, emotions are triggered

by different channels, auditory, visual, and tactile. The non-event information such

as knowledge may also trigger emotions like being surprised or disappointment just
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because the new experience is different from the old knowledge.

Therefore, when the emotion module is considered to be added to the cognitive

structure, the information that the module is faced with should be comprehensive, not

just for a particular piece of information. Of course, different emotions are sometimes

triggered independently of other emotions. For example, emotions that are associated

with expectations are not triggered by events that have happened in the past, and

emotions that require certainty of fact are not triggered by events that have not yet

occurred. But it can’t be that emotion should face the need for information from

all kinds of channels, because emotion is a special state that runs through the whole

cognitive framework.

Design Requirement 4: Emotions cannot only be triggered by exter-

nal events; reasoning results within the system, memories of past events,

thinking and imagination should all have the ability to trigger emotions.

External events for individual emotional trigger is just one of the many possi-

bilities, the sometimes invisible cognitive process of human brain also trigger corre-

sponding emotions, sometimes reasoning, conception, and fantasy are likely to trigger

a corresponding emotion, and through these cognitive processes emotion also has a

very important role. For example, when a person plans to do something, the antic-

ipation of the outcome may trigger the corresponding emotion, which promotes or

prevents the action from being further carried out, and which promotes or prevents

may depends on the positiveness or negativeness of the emotion that triggered by the

anticipation of the outcome.

The human capacity to empathize is also to put ourselves in the other person’s

situation to feel the other person’s emotional state, which is the result of a construct

rather than what is actually happening to us. This kind of conception can place oneself
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in the other party’s situation and experience the other party’s feelings from the other

party’s point of view, so as to trigger the corresponding emotion in oneself to achieve

the purpose of empathy, and strengthen the effect of communication. Although as

mentioned above, human-computer interaction is not the main development goal of

AGI system at the present stage, it does not mean that human-computer interaction

will not be studied in AGI in the future. However, effective communication is based

on mutual understanding between the two parties. If the AGI system can trigger

emotions only because of what happens to itself, then it is unlikely to achieve good

effects in human-computer interaction in the future.

5.2 Functional Requirements

Unlike affective computing, only a small number of AGI systems implement or

focus on human-computer interaction (Barone et al., 2008). The main purpose of

the emotion model in most AGI systems is to change the original reasoning mode,

improve the efficiency of reasoning, enhance the versatility, and improve the autonomy

of the system by using the function of emotion. Instead of analyzing human emotions

and giving correct feedback, the AGI system is inspired by human emotions, allowing

agents to solve problems in the complex real world through emotional functions just

like human beings. The emotional function here is not necessarily to express the

individual’s emotional state through facial expressions and actions, so as to make the

communication more clear and direct, but to change the internal knowledge structure

through emotions, so that the system can reason and work selectively.

Functional Requirements 1: The emotional mechanism in the AGI sys-

tem requires the ability to detect goal-related events, whether actual or

expected by the anticipation. This mechanism should be generic, not spe-
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cific type of events which are predetermined.

Lazarus’s cognitive emotion theory first emphasized that the events which can

trigger emotions must be relevant with the goal of the agent(Lazarus , 1991), whether

the event itself is associated with the goal, or due to the occurrence of an event, the

individual expectations of another incident related to the goal: such events will trigger

emotions, and events not related to goals will not trigger the emotions. The functional

mechanism of emotion and goal association is also used in many AGI systems with

emotion mechanism (Franklin et al., 2014; Rosenbloom et al., 2015; Belavkin, 2001;

Bach, 2012). The association with goal can be used to filter out the events unrelated

to the emotion, so that the events unrelated to the goal are not involved in emotional

processing.

From the above discussion, if the emotion is triggered by an event associated

with a goal, then for an AGI system, the AGI system must have a Goal processing

mechanism. Without the ability to detect or process the goal, the system cannot even

make a preliminary judgment whether an event will trigger emotions. In this case,

simply rely on “implication” which mapping the event and the emotion will make AGI

system losing generality to a certain extent, exhausting all possibilities requires a lot

of resources, energy, and time, it contradict to the basic assumption that the AGI

system was designed under the assumption of “insufficient knowledge and resources

(Wang , 2013).”

Functional Requirements 2: The emotion mechanism of AGI system

should have the function of internal resource regulation.

As mentioned in the previous discussion, AGI systems deal with emotions differ-

ently than mainstream AI. Affective computing is mainly used for detecting another
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agent’s (mainly human) emotional state and making the corresponding feedback. But

what is realized in the AGI systems is human-like intelligence, not human-level in-

telligence. The intelligence in AGI is inspired by human intelligence, and tries to

achieve similar intelligent process in the machine; in this process, the advantages of

machines can be reflected, and may even surpass human intelligence to a certain ex-

tent. The idea is not far-fetched, as Deep Blue and Alpha-Go have already shown us

it is possible.

The biggest difference between humans and machines cannot simply be described

as humans having emotions and machines not having emotions. The biggest difference

between human and machine lies in whether there is autonomy: human can think on

their own, can take action according to their own consciousness, can choose the goal

from different goals to complete, but the computer is always run in accordance with

the pre-set goals and operations.

The goal of AGI systems is the ability of the system to deal with complex problems

in the real world, which are often real-time and sometimes unpredictable. When the

machine faces the real world, it tends to receive a large amount of information at the

same time, rather than a specific information. Faced with such a large amount of

information, the AGI system should have the ability to actively filter the information

that is worthy of being received by the system. Similarly, it should have the ability

to autonomously conduct internal resource control to decide which tasks to prioritize

or which tasks to forgo.

One of the important functions of emotion is to arouse. It can arouse certain goals

when necessary, so as to prompt the agent to focus their attention on these goals.

The valence of emotion decides whether to promote the occurrence of certain events

or try to hinder the occurrence of certain things. For example, when emotion “hope”

is triggered, the agent will focus on anything that can make the goal happens, while

when emotions such as “fear” is triggered, the agent will focus on how to avoid the
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possible occurrence of bad things.

Emotion does not directly produce behavior, but generates motivation to accom-

plish a specific goal by diverting attention. Therefore, there is no one-to-one mapping

between emotion and behavior, and previous studies have also found that the estab-

lishment of the relationship between emotion and behavior by “implication” does not

play an significant role in reasoning (Li et al., 2018); even removing the information

containing emotion will not affect reasoning.

5.3 Architecture Requirements

Lazarus’s theory of emotions describes an emotional process as being divided into

three stages: appraisal, arousal, and coping. Appraisal is to evaluate the relationship

between the events that are happening or about to happen (including events) and the

agent according to the environment the agent is in. The appraisal is further divided

into three levels. First, the correlation between the event and the goal is evaluated.

Those related to the goal are further processed, while those unrelated to the goal are

not further processed. Arousal refers to internal resources and knowledge regulation

and change based on the appraisal results. The intensity of regulation is determined

by the degree of arousal. The higher the degree of arousal, the greater the intensity

of regulation, and vice versa. Coping is the response to arousal. Coping can be either

unconscious or conscious.

According to the above discussion, it is not difficult to conclude that a complete

emotional architecture should also be able to achieve the above three processes.

Architecture Requirement 1: The emotional architecture in AGI system

should have the function of appraisal, and it needs to be generic.
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The importance of cognitive appraisal function for emotion modules is not only

reflected in AGI system, but also in affective computing research (Picard , 1997).

Even the emotion recognition functions would need to analyze what the people ex-

perienced, facial expression recognition, and physiological change detection may be

able to identify other’s feelings, but without understanding why people experience

certain emotion. If the system doesn’t know what is the reason why certain emotion

is triggered, the agent will not be able to make correct feedback.

People will not be happy about only one thing in their entire life, nor be sad for

only one thing, so even for the same emotional state, it’s not enough if the machine

only has one way to deal with it.

Therefore, the importance of the appraisal process is to know why the individual

is experiencing an emotional state, and to help understand the emotional state of

other agents in the context of multi-agent interaction.

After understanding the importance of the appraisal model, the appraisal model

should also be generic. What the appraisal model should evaluate is the information

received by the system through all different sensors. The appraisal model is not only

for a few events or a few kinds of events, but for all events, therefore, the appraisal

model need to be generic.

Architecture Requirement 2: The level of emotional arousal should be

determined by multiple elements.

It has been mentioned several times in this article that an event that triggers the

emotion must be an event related to the agent’s goal. Then, the primary measure

of arousal intensity is the importance of the goal: the more important the goal is

to the agent, the higher the arousal level will naturally be. Beside the importance

of the goal, the influence level of the event on the goal also determines the arousal
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level. Take fear for example, while fear is often defined as the emotion triggered when

one’s life and health are threatened, fear is more abstractly defined as the emotion

experienced by an individual when an event that is contrary to one’s goals is expected

to occur (Ortony et al., 1988; Lazarus , 1991).

Simply speaking, if B is a goal of the agent, an occurrence of event A may cause

event B to occur in the opposite direction of the agent’s desire. In this situation,

if event A occurs, the agent will feel fear for the reason that B will be challenged.

Therefore, when A occurs, the agent should be able to anticipate the gap between

the upcoming event B and the expectations of goal B. The larger the gap between

expectation of the goal and expectation of the anticipation, the higher the fear of the

agent, and vice versa, the less fear.

The relationship between expectation of reality and goals’ desire is the measure

that initially determines the intensity of any emotion. For positive emotions, the

smaller the difference is, the more the reality matches the desire and the higher the

arousal level. Conversely, for negative emotions, the larger the difference is, the more

the mismatch between the reality and the desire and the higher the arousal level.

In addition to the difference between desire values and reality, for some complex

emotions, there are more factors could determine the arousal level. For example,

nervousness or fear, in addition to the two factors mentioned earlier, should also be

taken into account the difference between the expected time of the event and the

current time. The smaller the difference, the faster something bad happens, and the

higher the arousal, and vice versa.

Scherer’s appraisal model considers nearly 15 factors for each emotion (Scherer

et al., 2001), although NARS did not choose Scherer’s appraisal theory as the the-

oretical basis of the appraisal model (because NARS is not a cognitive framework

based on numerical computation as the reasoning method). Lazarus’s theory of emo-

tion appraisal also refers to a multi-element assessment model. Therefore, emotional
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arousal is by no means determined by a single factor. If the affective module is to be

implemented in the AGI system, its cognitive architecture needs to provide similar

appraisal criteria.

Architecture Requirement 3: An architecture that supports emotional

modules should be capable of handling temporal information.

The importance of temporal information is not only to distinguish knowledge

(time-free information) from events (time-dependent information), but more impor-

tantly, to distinguish events by tenses through the occurrence time of events.

The tenses of events are important for the appraisal of emotions, because some

emotions can only be triggered by events that occur at a particular time. Worry or

fear, for example, is triggered only because the agent anticipates something bad is

about to happen, not necessarily because the event happened in the past.

On the contrary, sadness is only triggered for something that has happened or is

happening (Ortony et al., 1988; Lazarus , 1991), and not because of an anticipated bad

event, although this statement is not absolute, because the agent may be very sure

that something has happened by imagination, and therefore will be sad. However,

if only the emotional states involved in the agent’s interaction with the world are

involved, then the tenses of events are fully capable of further refining the different

types of emotions.

Therefore, an AGI system with an emotional module should have the ability to

distinguish between events that occur at different times.
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5.4 Summary

The requirements described in this chapter are all summarized in the current

research process of NARS emotion module. These requirements can serve as the

basic requirements of an emotion module of a cognitive framework, but are by no

means limited to these requirements. Emotion is a complex cognitive process in

human brain, and the activation of any emotion impacts the entire cognitive thinking

process. With the continuous pursuit of emotional function in artificial intelligence,

more and more complex emotions will have more requirements on the design, function

and architecture of cognitive system, but at the same time, the cognitive framework

will become more complete.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF EMOTION

MODEL IN NARS

6.1 Should Emotion be Innate or Learned in NARS?

There’s a lot of discussion in psychology about “where emotions come from”

(Izard , 1968; Barrett , 2017; Sauter et al., 2019; Damasio, 2011; Matsumoto and Will-

ingham, 2009). The “how emotions come about“ is different from the “how emotions

are triggered“ discussed in the previous chapters. When we talk about “how emotions

are triggered“, we’re talking about existing emotional structures and their correspond-

ing emotional functions in the human brain and NARS, but when we’re talking about

“how emotions are generated“, we’re talking about how emotion model are generated

in cognitive frameworks that don’t have emotional structures, just like many of the

current cognitive frameworks that want to add emotional modules.

The outcome of the discussion on whether emotional modules are innate to cog-

nitive system or developed through evolution will in part determine how emotional

modules are implemented within the cognitive architecture of AI systems. Darwin

insisted that emotions were a product of evolution, that people who survived natural

selection developed emotions through different events and behaviors over the long

course of human evolution (Darwin, 2013). This view has been espoused by many

researchers (Barrett , 2017; Ekman, 2009), but at the same time, this argument is

challenged by the requirement to maintain a strictly stable environment that suitable

for evolution like which in the original evolution theory (Nesse, 1990).
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Damasio’s view of emotions as unlearned, automatic, predictable, and stable be-

havior shows why they appear in natural selection and genetic instructions. Damasio

also said that the basic emotional mechanisms in the normal brain are indeed highly

similar, leading to a common basic preference for pain and pleasure across cultures

(Damasio, 2011).

The problem of “where emotion mechanism comes from” in this paper is consistent

with Damasio’s view that the emotional function itself is not learned. A large number

of studies have proved that emotions emerge in infancy, and emotions play an impor-

tant role in infants’ learning and expression (Sullivan and Lewis , 2003; Thompson,

2001; Crockenberg and Leerkes , 2012).

So even if the structures in the brain that process emotion are the result of thou-

sands of years of human evolution, the evidence that babies are born with emotional

functions makes it reasonable to assume we can implement similar functions in the

cognitive architecture of AI systems in accordance with human emotional functions.

There is no guarantee that the current AGI systems can be replicated through a

process like human evolution. Even if the system is capable of processing complex

information, is it fair to use human survival experience as the emotional learning con-

tent of AGI system? AGI system is not designed to completely simulate the thinking

process of the human brain. Differences in culture and education lead to differences

in emotional triggering conditions between people. It is inevitable that the perspec-

tive and way artificial intelligence systems look at the world is different from that of

human beings, so it is inappropriate to use human survival experience as the learning

content to make artificial intelligence system acquire emotions.

Emotions in NARS are partially learned, even though the mechanism is innate.

For humans, almost all concepts are learned (Drescher , 1986), so even if the mecha-

nism that triggers an emotion is not learned, the situation that triggers an emotion is.

The stimuli that trigger emotions are influenced by different factors such as cultural
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background, personal experience and education. As a result, people from different cul-

tures may have the same emotions, but they may express different emotional states

for the same thing. An experienced hunter, for example, would be excited by the

prospect of a new prey when he saw a wolf, but an ordinary person, who had no

experience in hunting, would be frightened by the threat to his life. Similarly, coping

behavior after emotional trigger is learned from experience. An experienced hunter

may quickly dodge when suddenly attacked, but an ordinary person may stay put and

get hurt. The main role of emotion is not to directly trigger behavior, but to generate

corresponding motivation through internal resource regulation to promote the gener-

ation of certain behavior. If the behavior is not learned, even if the corresponding

emotion is triggered, there will be no corresponding response behavior.

The implementation of emotion modules in the cognitive framework of NARS fully

follows the results discussed above, that is, emotion function is innate, but cognitive

appraisal, and coping are entirely learned by NARS. Emotion in NARS is divided

into implicit expression and explicit expression. The emotions of implicit expression

are hidden in the functions of NARS, while the emotions of explicit expression have

specific appraisal criteria.

A Lesson Learned From a Previous Design

In a previous study (Li et al., 2018), the author used a method similar to evo-

lutionary emotion theory to make NARS have emotions through learning. Although

this method is not an appropriate method at present, it is an attempt to see the

possibility of realizing emotions in the general artificial intelligence system. At the

same time, it is also found through this method that learning with mental operators

in NARS and making NARS have emotions cannot solve the emotional problems well.

The following section will review the previous solutions and summarize the problems

of the previous methods.
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Here we will discuss two examples from previous studies, which can be found in Ap-

pendix A. In the first example of happiness, when the desire of the system is satisfied,

then the system triggers happiness. The emotion itself does not adjust the internal

resources of the system, and no corresponding behavior is activated. Therefore, at

the present stage, learning with mental operator cannot trigger the corresponding

adjustment of internal resources, which is not consistent with the function of emotion

in psychology. In the statement of learning:

// The meaning of this statement is if "SELF" desires something

// to happen and believes the thing is already happened,

// then "SELF" feels happy

Input: <(&&, (^want, {SELF}, #1, TRUE), (^believe, {SELF},

#1,TRUE)) =|> (^feel, {SELF}, happy)>.

This statement only triggers a feeling, not an action. If the system continues

to learn, where a behavior can be triggered when the system is happy, the emotion

becomes a direct precondition for the behavior, not a diversion of attention through

resource adjustment, but a direct precondition for the emotion through implication.

Obviously, this is not the same mechanism as human emotion. In the second example

of fear, when the system is afraid and motivation to escape is generated through the

“want” operator, the priority of the escape is increased by the “want” operator, but

in the fundamental sense, the priority of the escape behavior is not directly related

to the threatened goal. Even though fear is an emotion triggered by the event that

the agent is about to be injured. In this sense, the agent has no way of knowing why

it is afraid. Without knowing why it is afraid, how can the system choose the right

behavior among the many responses to fear based on the current situation?

When only searching for the direct implication between environmental status and

behavior, then emotion is unnecessary. If the implication could ensure that behav-

ior is triggered under certain circumstances, does this prove that AI systems don’t
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need emotions? However, simply looking for an implication between environmental

change and behavior would require an exhaustive list of various corresponding rela-

tionships, which would run counter to the basic assumptions of AIKR in the first

place. In addition, if, as in the case of fear, a motivation to flee is generated, and the

system mechanically triggers the motivation and behavior under certain pre-defined

circumstances, does the system lose its autonomy?

Therefore, the previous development of NARS is not suitable for making NARS

have emotion nor proving the necessity of emotion by the method of evolutionary

emotion theory.

6.2 Architecture of Emotion Module in NARS

Emotion module that Processes External Stimuli

Starting with Dr. Wang’s doctoral dissertation in 1995 (Wang , 1995), NARS has

gone through a series of editions for nearly 30 years. The design of NARS is not based

on any existing human psychological models, but based on a integration of different

theories from psychology, philosophy, and related disciplines. Other AGI systems

such as LIDA are designed based on global workspace theory (Franklin et al., 2014)

and MicroPsi (Bach et al., 2019) is based on Psi cognitive theory. The architecture

design of NARS was adjusted several times throughout the development process.

OpenNARS 3.0.4, the last Java release before this paper was written, added temporal

inference and the ability to deal with goals on top of OpenNARS 1.5.8, and already has

simple emotional functions, like satisfaction and busyness, as well as some complex

emotions, such as anxiety, fear, sadness. Even so, the previous version of the system’s

emotion-processing framework had many problems. The first problem is that, in the

previous cognitive framework, emotion is merely a plug-in to the main program, not

a part of the main cognitive framework.
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Design with emotion module as a plug-in has several disadvantages. Firstly, the

emotion module is linked to the main program as a plug-in. When an event enters

NARS, it does not interact with the emotion module immediately; the emotion mod-

ule needs to traverse all the events in the current event list to determine whether

any event meets some appraisal criteria of the emotion. However, the events in the

event list are not guaranteed to be current, so an emotion that should promote quick

reaction may have lag, and traversing the event list cannot be guaranteed to avoid

repetition. Also, the inefficiency of traversing the list is self-evident when a large

number of events continually flood in.

The second drawback is that the emotions triggered by the cognitive resources

adjustment in NARS “main memory”, and the result of the cognitive resources ad-

justment, will take effect on the next working cycle, rather than the current work

cycle. This is similar to the previous disadvantages: handling cognitive resource ad-

justment in this way for some rapid response motivated by emotion can be fatal,

for example fear. When the agent has realized that the danger is approaching, but

the fear caused by the danger does not affect the current reasoning cycle, the agent

still continues the original thought process in the current reasoning cycle, instead of

reacting quickly to avoid the danger due to the fear.

According to Damasio’s description about the process of Emotion-Feeling cy-

cle, emotions, starting with the potential stimulus that triggers emotions, stimulates

awareness and appraisal then spreads to other areas of the brain and body, forms the

emotional state, and finally, back to the brain, forms the feeling, in a different brain

region than when it was initially primed (Damasio, 2011). From this description, it is

not difficult to see that emotion starts from stimulus, goes through the adjustment of

cognitive resources to form feelings, and this is the same cognitive cycle, rather than

acting on the next cognitive cycle. NARS, therefore, requires a reasoning framework

which does some basic reasoning before the reasoning in the main memory, this frame-
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work is not a separate architecture from the main architecture, but an architecture

to make sure that, when an external stimulus is realized by NARS, corresponding

emotion can be triggered in this “pre-conscious” framework, and cognitive resources

brought by the emotional adjustment will take effect in the current cycle of reasoning.

For example, when the risk of sudden is detected by NARS, the goal of “keep health”

is threatened and fear emotion is triggered, the emotion will make sure the goal “keep

healthy” is activated before it enters the inference with consciousness. A big increase

in goal’s priority to ensure that the corresponding concept of the goal will be selected

as soon as possible, and the coping will be execute by NARS based on the goal and

the current situation.

Emotion Module that Processes Internal Stimuli

In addition to current events that can trigger emotions, “cognitive signals” can

also be used as stimuli that trigger emotions. Such “cognitive signals” can be mem-

ories of past events, or conjured up scenes by imagination, which may trigger the

corresponding emotional experience. This also explains why people experience emo-

tions when listening to music or watching a video. Similarly, when people hear about

another person’s experience, they also experience that person’s emotional state to

some extent, but with different intensity and response than the original emotional

experiencer.

Emotions triggered by external events will directly affect the resource allocation of

current working cycle in main memory. The emotion module which handles internal

event processes the information delivered from the reasoning in the main memory.

The information delivered from main memory may include memories recall, reasoning

result, and imagination. Technically speaking, the information that reaches the “post-

conscious” region comes from the inference of the current working cycle in the main

memory area. The emotional experience will occur immediately, but the cognitive
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Figure 6.1: Task flow and Emotional flow within the target framework

resource regulation corresponding to the emotion will be reflected in the next working

cycle.

Figure 6.1 simply describes the relationship between the emotion module of NARS

and the main memory. The figure is not the complete structure of NARS, which will

be introduced in detail in the next chapter. In the figure, module A is the emotion

module dealing with external events, module B is the main memory, and module C

is the emotion module dealing with internal cognitive stimuli. The blue arrows are

task flows and the yellow arrows are emotional flows.

When task T1 passes through module A, if emotion E1 is triggered, it will im-

mediately adjust the cognitive resources in main memory (B). Whether or not the

task triggers emotions, task T1 is passed from A to B for processing. In addition to

the processing of task T1, B will also extract and process the concept in the existing

memory. Whether processing the new task or processing an existing concept, the re-

sult will be passed to C as a task. The derived task in B is the result of the reasoning
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process in the main memory, which can be explained from the perspective of reality,

the result of the reasoning in the main memory (which can be the memory of the

past), reasoning based on the present situation, or the reasoning based on reality or

made-up imagination. So let’s say that the result of B is a task T2, and whatever T2

is, T2 is going to be sent to module C, and then it’s going to be processed emotionally

in response to internal cognitive stimuli. Whether or not T2 triggers emotion, T2 will

be sent back to A for processing in a new cycle of work. However, if emotion E2 is

triggered by T2 in C, then E2 will go back and reallocate the cognitive resources in

main memory B.

In each working cycle, B will be adjusted by triggered emotion from A and C. If

no emotion was triggered from A and C, then B will be doing the default reasoning

process. If any emotions are triggered from A or C, B will still be doing the normal

reasoning process, but the difference is that the structure of the internal resource

competition has been affected by emotion, therefore, there is the possibility that the

concept chosen by B for reasoning in the current working cycle will change.

In conclusion, the new emotion architecture of NARS has the ability to evaluate

external and internal stimuli. When the potential stimulus meets the appraisal cri-

teria, the emotion module of the current task will generate emotion and adjust the

cognitive resources in the main memory, and the adjustment results will be applied

to the current or the next working cycle. This workflow is consistent with Damasio’s

description of the emotional process (Damasio, 2011), in which any emotion starts in

one area of the brain, expands the emotional processing to other areas of the brain,

and eventually the processing returns to the brain and forms a circuit. The desti-

nation is a different part of the brain from the area where the emotion is activated.

In the emotional architecture of NARS, emotions can be initiated in the external

stimulus processing module or the internal stimulus processing module, but feelings

will eventually return to the main memory.
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6.3 How many locks can a “key” open?

The previous section describes the design of the emotional architecture of NARS.

To put it simply, the emotional system in NARS is not completely “learned”. The

structure for dealing with emotions is predetermined, but the conditions which trigger

emotions and the coping are learned from experience. After that, two cognitive

structures containing emotional modules should appear before and after the main

memory, respectively, to process sensory stimuli and stimuli from the internal mind,

respectively. The structure of the emotion factory has been introduced, now let’s

introduce the assembly line of the emotion factory.

NARS is a general artificial intelligence system. The modification, addition or

even deletion of any module cannot affect its generality. The emotion module should

also have generality.

Hypothesis 1: The generality of emotion in AGI system is manifested

in two aspects. First, the emotional trigger conditions should correspond

to all events in real life, not to specific events. Second, emotions do not

work for any particular function or task, but open to all tasks and goals

which related to agency.

The ultimate function of emotion is to maintain individual homeostasis. Home-

ostasis is the stability of the sum of all the needs of an individual. When random

events disrupt, or threaten to disrupt, this stable state, emotions appear in an attempt

to restore the original stable state. (Damasio, 2011).

Therefore, as a general intelligence system, AGI emotion module should also be

oriented to any kind of event, even if it unexpected or not previously encountered.

Therefore, for each different emotion, there should be an abstract appraisal model.
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When the abstract meaning of an event is consistent with the corresponding appraisal

model, the corresponding emotion will occur.

Valence of Emotion

The so-called abstract meaning is the relationship between the event itself and

the agent. According to Lazarus’ cognitive emotion theory, only an event related to

the goal of the agent can trigger emotion, while an event unrelated to the target will

not trigger the emotion. Goal relevance is the first criterion of emotion appraisal.

When an event has nothing to do with the goal of the agent, it will be rejected by

any emotion appraisal model and will not be further evaluated.

In addition to the base emotion “satisfaction” in NARS, previous studies have

tried to add more complex emotions into NARS (Li et al., 2018). Goal relevance

identifies whether an event can trigger an emotion, and after identifying the goal

relevance, the next step is to identify the valence state of the emotion. The valence of

emotion can determine whether an emotion is positive or negative to the agent, which

is the second judgment after goal relevance. Without subdividing different emotions,

the valence state of emotion is helpful to understand the effect of valence and arousal

on the cognitive processing of human brain (Kauschke et al., 2019; Shuman et al.,

2013; Citron et al., 2014).

Lazarus uses goal congruence to express valence. After determining whether the

event is related to the goal of the agent, goal congruence will be determined based

on whether the event is consistent with the goal. If the event is consistent with what

agent desires, positive emotion will be triggered, otherwise, negative emotion will be

triggered.

In NARS, goal congruence can be evaluated by comparing the desired value of the

goal with the truth value of the event. Generally speaking, for the desire value or the

truth value, if the corresponding Narsese expectation is 0.5, then it is neutral. For a
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Table 6.1: The relation among desire-value, truth-value, and the valence

Desire value Truth value Valence
want have positive
want not have negative

not want have negative
not want not have positive

Table 6.2: XNOR Gate Truth Table

Input 1 Input 2 Output
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1

goal, it means that NARS itself has no obvious preference for the goal. However, if the

expectation is greater than 0.5, it means that NARS wants the goal event to happen,

while less than 0.5 means that NARS does not want the goal event to happen. The

level of desire depends on the difference between the value of desire and 0.5. The

bigger the difference is, the stronger the desire will be, and the smaller the difference,

the weaker the desire will be.

In (Li et al., 2018), the appraisal of goal congruence in NARS has already dis-

cussed in detail, and found that the combination of desire value and truth value and

corresponding valences of emotions matches XNOR gate logic completely.

Table 6.1 describes the Goal desire values, event truth values, and the correspond-

ing valence of the emotion. “want” represents NARS desire some event to happen,

and “not want” indicates that NARS desire some event not to happen. Similar rep-

resentations to Turth value. Table 6.2 is the truth table for the XNOR gate. The

determination of valence corresponds to the relationship between desire value and

truth value in the abstract sense, and such relationship is universal, not for a certain

kind of goal or event.
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In this sense, the emotional mechanism of NARS still meets the requirements

of a general system. But emotions are more than just positive and negative, and

further judgment requires a deeper level of analysis. Lazarus calls it ego-involvement,

a mechanism for determining the relationship of events to the agent itself, and the

analysis of this step can directly determine which unique emotions will be triggered in

the system. Part of Lazarus’s description on ego-involvement is too specific to apply

to NARS at this stage, because many relationships are too specific, such as an event

related to the health of the individual, or self-esteem. Frankly speaking, NARS at

this stage is not capable of understanding what dignity is, so Lazarus’ elaboration of

ego-involvement cannot provide much inspiration for the emotional module of NARS

architecture at this stage.

Appraisal Model for Specific Emotions

In addition to Lazarus, many psychologists who studied emotions also developed a

number of emotional appraisal models. Denham (Denham et al., 2002) also designed

an integrative model of three components (i.e. desire, state, and belief of certainty

underline the cognitive process) for a child’s experience of different emotions. The

Prototype Approach describes the correlation between general types of events and

specific emotions; each emotion is linked to common situations that cause it. For

example, pleasurable stimuli or getting or doing something desired causes happiness.

Anticipated harm or unfamiliar situations may cause fear, etc. Instead of encom-

passing emotional themes, the Event Structure Approach focuses on capturing

the processes by which children come to experience different emotions. A child may

experience fear if she realizes that she is very unlikely to maintain a desired state.

In contrast, a child may experience anger if he realizes that some external conditions

prevent him from achieving a desired state or avoiding an undesired state. The last

approach is called Desire-Belief Approach, and it describes how emotions may
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Table 6.3: Integrative model of Happiness, Sadness, Anger and Fear

Desire want want want not want
State have not have not have have

Belief of certainty yes never can reinstate likely
Emotion Happiness Sadness Anger Fear

result from the consistency or discrepancy between one’s desires or beliefs and the

reality. A child who desires a gift feels happy if he actually gets one; in contrast, a

child who believes Mom is sleeping in the bedroom may feel surprised when she finds

nobody there. Based on these three components, Denham proposed an integrative

model that encompasses both the process and the content of a child’s reasoning that

leads to different emotions. Table 6.3 shows the model for Happiness, Sadness, Anger,

and Fear.

Ortony, Clore and Collins introduced a clear and easily implemented appraisal

model in a computer system (Ortony et al., 1988). This model was also used by

the authors in their own computer program to verify the effectiveness of the model,

even though the program was not intended to implement AI emotions, as the authors

thought such efforts would be futile. OCC model emphasizes that the cognitive

interpretation of the event is the key to trigger emotion. OCC model is similar to

Lazarus’ cognitive emotion theory model, both of which indicate that whether an

event triggers an emotion depends entirely on the agent’s cognitive interpretation

of the event. This explanation is not necessarily based entirely on the event itself,

but may also be based on the consequences of the event. In NARS’ emotion model

implementation, this problem has been solved: after the occurrence of an event is

detected by the system, the event itself will be sent to the emotional appraisal module

related to past events, such as sadness, happiness, surprise; at the same time, the

consequences of events associated with future events will also enter the emotional
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appraisal module to trigger, for example, fear and anxiety.

Hypothesis 2: The appraisal model of emotion in Artificial General

Intelligence systems should not only consider whether the current event

is able to trigger emotions, but also consider whether the consequences of

the event can also trigger emotions

With a brief look at the work on affective cognitive assessment, let’s go back to

the original question in this section. How many locks can a key open? If we think of

an event as a key and different emotion assessment models as different locks, when

an event occurs, only one emotion will be triggered, or is it possible to have multiple

emotions at the same time? Denham’s model and the OCC Emotion Model do not

appear to support multi-emotion concurrency on the surface, because there is no

overlap between the appraisal models. So is it really true in this metaphor that “a

key only opens one lock? ”

Consider a simple virtual scenario where Tom’s mother gives him 10 dollars to

buy a bag of rice at a nearby store, and Tom stops there for 5 minutes because he

is attracted by a roadside show on the way to the store. But when Tom chose the

rice and was ready to pay, Tom found the money was missing. That’s the end of the

story. What possible emotions are triggered when Tom discovers that his money is

missing?

First of all, losing money can trigger different emotions, such as sadness, because

the money is lost, anger, if Tom thinks the money was stolen, regret, because Tom

watched the performance and lost the money. These three emotions are actually

caused by the failure to achieve the goal of buying rice due to the loss of money.

In addition to these three emotions, Tom may also feel afraid or anxious because he

think may be scolded by his mother for losing money and failing to complete the task
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assigned by his mother. Therefore, the occurrence of an event is likely to trigger many

emotions, perhaps these emotions are not directly caused by the event, but may be

caused by past and anticipated future events or thoughts associated with the event.

Hypothesis 3: The emotion module of a AGI system needs to have the

ability to trigger all emotions by events that meet the appraisal model,

rather than just triggering one emotion when multiple emotions meet the

criteria.

The appraisal model of emotion module in NARS is an appraisal model which is

suitable for NARS’ logic and control system based on the synthesis of several appraisal

models of emotion in cognitive emotion theory. Regardless of the emotion, according

to Lazarus’ theory of appraisal, the goal-relevance of the event is first judged, and

if the event is unrelated to the objective, the emotion appraisal model is skipped,

otherwise, the appraisal will be performed.

Based on the current expressive power of NARS, as well as the practicality of

emotion, seven emotions have been realized in NARS. The seven emotions are hope,

satisfaction, disappointment, fear, relief, anxiety and sadness. The Appraisal model

of these seven emotions is as follows:

• Hope:

– If the system wants E to happen, and the system anticipates E is going to

happen.

– If the system does not want E to happen, and the system anticipates E is

not going to happen.

• Satisfaction:

– If the system wants E to happen, and E has happened.
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– If the system does not want E to happen, and E is confirmed to not have

happened.

• Disappointment:

– If the system desires E to happen and anticipates E to happen, but E does

not happen.

– If the system desires E not to happen and anticipates E won’t happen, but

E happened.

• Fear:

– If the system wants E to happen, but the system anticipates E is not going

to happen..

– If the system does not want E to happen, but the system anticipates E is

going to happen.

• Relief:

– If an event is feared by the system, but the result is different from what

the system anticipated.

• Sadness:

– If the system wants E to happen, but E didn’t happen, and the result is

irreversible.

– If the system doesn’t want E to happen, but E happened, and the result

is irreversible.

• Anxiety:

– If the system wants E to happen, but system is not sure if E is going to

happen.
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– If the system doesn’t want E to happen, but system is not sure if E is

going to happen.

Here, take fear as an example to illustrate the whole process of emotion in NARS.

Although fear is classified as a negative emotion in terms of emotional experience, the

attention diverted by fear and the positive attitude generated for survival are very

important to ensure the individual’s survival and that when a goal is threatened, the

system can divert attention through fear and respond quickly.

According to the above appraisal model, fear is a response to a potential conflict

with the goal. If explained in terms of the control process of NARS, first of all, NARS

has learned or discovered the temporal sequence relationship between event A and

event B through temporal induction, A /⇒ B. This relationship can be interpreted

as “if A happens, then B will happen”, or, of course, it may not happen, if the

corresponding truth expectation of this relationship is less than 0.5. Now assume

that the Narsese expectation is greater than 0.5, that is, when A happens, B will

happen a certain time later, so when the system detects A happens, it will generate

an expectation that B will happen at a certain point in time. But if the system

doesn’t desire B to happen, then at this point, the expectation conflicts with the

goal, and fear is triggered.

The above example combined with the appraisal model of fear can exactly confirm

the relevant discussions in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. First of all, the emotion module

system should have the concept of goal. Without the concept of goal, the triggered

emotion is meaningless. Second, the concept of time is important; emotional satis-

faction and sadness are for things that have happened in the past, but hope, fear,

and even anxiety, are for things that have not happened yet. Therefore, without the

concept of time, the system cannot distinguish between emotions.
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6.4 The Functions of Emotion

As mentioned in the previous section, one of the important functions of emotion

is to maintain the “homeostasis”. (Damasio, 2011).

“Homeostasis” is defined differently within different bounds. When describing the

“homeostasis” of an individual’s body, it refers to the stable state of vital signs and

internal functions of the body. When the stable state of the body changes, emotions

will encourage the agent to correct the unstable state. In the same way, homeostasis

can extend beyond the individual, such as the stable state of a relationship between

two people, the stable state within a family, and the stable state within a social group.

Regardless of the type of object, there is an implicit (unaware of the individual, inad-

vertently maintaining homeostasis) or explicit (aware of the individual, intentionally

maintaining homeostasis) goal in the individual’s mind, which is to maintain “home-

ostasis.”

Is Emotion Same With Motivation?

If the most significant function of emotion is to maintain “homeostasis”, then

when homeostasis is abnormal, emotion will be aroused to maintain homeostasis,

then emotion can be regarded as motivation? Also, as discussed earlier, emotion is

triggered by an event associated with a goal. Could emotion be motivation?

Before we discuss the relationship between emotion and motivation, we must first

know what motivation is. Motivation refers to the internal mechanisms that trigger

proximal behavior based on its direction. In other words, it promotes some behaviors

while inhibiting others (Kleinginna and Kleinginna, 1981).

The reason that emotions are often seen as motivation is that some emotions are

thought to trigger behavior. For example, people want to run away when they are

afraid, or they want to destroy when they are angry. There are a lot of similarities

between emotion and motivation, but there are also a lot of differences, which means
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that emotion and motivation can’t be equated. According to Roseman’s analysis

of motivation and emotion (Roseman, 2011), the similarity between motivation and

emotion lies in that both of them belong to internal states or processes, and both

can lead to goal-oriented actions, while the difference lies in that motivation needs

to be activated by specific conditions, while emotion can be generated by accidental

events applicable to any motivation. For example, the motivation to eat is generated

by hunger, the motivation to drink is generated by thirst, but happiness can be

triggered by either goal being satisfied.

Therefore, emotion is not entirely a motivation. If the difference is explained in

the framework of NARS, motivation is the desire of NARS to take action to achieve

a specific goal, while emotion is the feeling when real events or thoughts of NARS

occur and they have a certain connection with a goal. Emotional feelings contain a

degree of motivation that motivates NARS to take actions to maintain or prevent the

impact of the event on the goal.

Emotion is like motivation and would contribute to different behaviors. Roseman

points out that emotional behavior is goal-oriented in some cases and is accompa-

nied by instrumental behavior aimed at achieving specific emotional goals (Roseman,

2011). Lazarus, on the other hand, points out that subjective influences, physiologi-

cal changes, and predisposition to certain behaviors during the process of emotional

production, can distract attention from the activity in progress (Lazarus , 1991).

Thus, emotions do not directly generate behavior, but rather adjust the agent’s

attention through the reallocation of internal resources. Different emotions have

different ways of adjustment. To put it simply, negative emotions narrow the attention

of the agent and make the attention focus on the events that trigger the negative

emotions, which helps the agent to solve the problems that hinder the goal. For

example, when the agent feels fear, fear will motivate the individual to focus on the

thing or event that causes the individual to feel fear and try to solve the problem
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through experience.

In NARS, different emotions will be applied to adjust internal resources such as

priority and durability of corresponding concept, and adjust the attention of NARS.

It will also gives NARS ability to deal with real-time task, even when the task is

unexpected, and NARS can still do planning for the current situation on its own, or

adjust the relationship between NARS and the environment as appropriate.

Take fear for example. When humans experience fear, it is natural to focus on the

event that triggers the fear emotion and begin to focus on finding a way out of the

situation. Therefore, fear can help agent to focus on a potential problem that may

have a negative impact on the agent and urge the individual to solve the problem as

soon as possible. While the method to solve the problem originates from the agent’s

experience, fear can prompt the agent to choose a solution that resolves difficulties

based on the current situation (e.g. remove the threat of the target). Therefore,

the emotion does not directly correspond to the behavior, but finding and selecting

the best solution by transferring attention based on the current situation and past

experience.

6.5 Summary

This chapter introduced the theoretical foundation and implementation framework

of the emotion model in NARS. Firstly, the emotion module of NARS is innate. In

other words, the framework of the emotion module, the cognitive appraisal model, and

the resource allocation function will appear in the system as part of the program code.

This approach does not make NARS itself lose the generality, and emotion modules

are also general. In the process of cognitive appraisal, the appraisal model will be

oriented to any event in real life. In the future application process of NARS, there is

no need to set special tasks and events for the emotion module. The appraisal model

evaluates the abstract meaning of the event for the goal of NARS, without caring
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about the actual significance of the event.

The “dual emotion module” is located before and after the main memory, and acts

on real events perceived by NARS, and the results after the NARS “brain storm”.

The results of the emotion effects are fed back into the main memory and begin to

take effect in the most recent work cycle.

In the next chapter we will introduce a new NARS architecture that builds on

OpenNARS 1.5.8, adds temporal reasoning, targets, and replaces the old buffer archi-

tecture with a new buffer architecture. The new buffer architecture perfectly supports

the emotional model described in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 7

EMOTION MODEL IN NARS

This chapter will introduce the concrete implementation of the emotion model

in NARS, as well as the upgrades to the new architecture of NARS to support the

appraisal model in the emotion module, the realization of the emotion function, and

the testing of practical examples.

7.1 Structure of Buffers

The structure of the Overall Experience Buffer and Internal Experience Buffer

are similar in general, although there are many functional differences. The buffer

is equivalent to short-term memory in the human brain. Both the Overall Experi-

ence Buffer and the Internal Experience Buffer screen the information entered into

the buffer according to importance (priority) and time. The buffer sends the most

important information from to the next processing module based on priority, and at

the same time eliminates unimportant and outdated information to free up resources

and processing space for new information.

In addition to screening information, the more important role of buffer is to pre-

process the information entered into the buffer; this preprocessing includes sorting,

ignoring, temporal induction, anticipation, and cognitive appraisal and expression of

emotion.
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Figure 7.1: Example state of a buffer

Storage structure

Each buffer has two storage structures. One is for storing all information that

enters the buffer, whether events (with a time attribute) or knowledge (without a

time attribute). The storage is sorted by priority, aiming to first send the most

important information to main memory, or to the next storage carrier. The other

storage structure is the event sequence, sorted by occurrence time of event. This

sequence and the priority queue may have overlap, because an event can appear in

both sequences at the same time, but a task without a time attribute will not appear

in the event sequence. The main purpose of the event sequence is to do temporal

induction and find the temporal relationship between two or more events.

As shown in Figure 7.1, the priority list can hold any information that goes into

the buffer. It can be events such as “< {Wolf} → [Close] > . : | :”, it can be goals

such as“< {SELF} → [Good] >!”, it can be operations such as “(op(left), SELF ).”,

but the event sequence can only hold events, and non-event information will not go
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into the event sequence. Neither list is infinite, just as human short-term memory

is not infinite, it’s capacity is limited and the priorities of items in the list decay

over time (Cowan, 2008). Capacity is flexible and can be configured according to the

application, but it is never assumed to be infinite. In fact, setting the buffer capacity

to infinity does not make any practical sense, because when NARS is applied to a

real scenario, events will continue to enter the buffer, and things that are noticed by

the system but are not important will only remain in the buffer storage resources and

never be selected by the system.

Task Flow

As shown in Figure 4.2, NARS receives information from the outside world through

different sensors (channels) and temporarily puts the perceived information into the

Overall Experience buffer. At the beginning of each working cycle, the Overall Ex-

perience buffer will also take a task from the Internal Experience buffer and place

it in the Overall Experience buffer. Based on the previous discussion of the NARS

control mechanism, both events with a time attribute and knowledge without a time

attribute are treated as a task by NARS. Each task has a budget value, and in both

the Overall Experience buffer and the Internal Experience buffer, all tasks in the

priority list are sorted by priority.

According to selective attention theory, intelligent behavior requires selecting and

focusing on specific inputs for further processing, while suppressing irrelevant or dis-

tracting information (Hanania and Smith, 2010; Stevens and Bavelier , 2012). The

source of information in the Internal Experience buffer is only the inference results of

the main memory, while the Overall Experience buffer contains the inference results

of external (sensory) information and the Internal reasoning result. Therefore, when

a task tries to enter any of the buffers, the priority of the task is used to determine

whether to insert the task into the buffer. Buffers do not have pre-set priority thresh-
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olds, so the criteria for determining whether a task can be inserted into the buffer

varies from case to case.

If the priority list within the buffer is not full, the task can be inserted into the

priority list regardless of its priority, and sorted according to the priority. However, if

the buffer is already full, then one of two possibilities will happen: 1). If the new task

has a higher priority than the lowest priority task in the priority list, then delete the

lowest priority task in the priority list and insert the new task into the corresponding

position in the priority list. 2). If the priority of the new task is lower than the lowest

priority task in the list, the new task cannot be inserted into the priority queue.

This design is consistent with the selective attention theory. Even if a task with low

priority is perceived by the sensor, it will be ignored by the system and no further

processing will be conducted. This process occurs for each buffer.

Each time a task tries to enter the buffer, the task first attempts to be inserted

into the priority list, and if the task is an event, then after successful insertion into

the priority list, the event is further inserted into the event sequence according to its

time of occurrence. If the task is an input with no time attribute, no attempt is made

to insert into the sequence of events. Finally, if the task is an event but is too low in

priority to be inserted into the priority list, no further attempt is made to insert into

the event sequence.

According to Hammer (described in (Hammer et al., 2016)), no matter whether

a task is an event or knowledge, after it is inserted into the buffer, the task can only

stay for a certain amount of time in the buffer. If a task remains in the buffer and is

never selected for processing by the next module, the task will be deleted from the

buffer directly, its significance is forgotten by the system or ignored.

This operation ensures that the relatively important information is always kept in

the buffer, and the unimportant information is excluded by the buffer. When more

important information tries to be added to the buffer, the unimportant information
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currently kept in the buffer will be ignored or forgotten by the system. Only when the

system is idle, the unimportant information may have more chances to be processed;

however when the system is busy, only the most important information will win the

resource competition and get the opportunity for further processing.

Temporal Induction

According to AIKR, inference in NARS’ master memory is not arbitrary, but

must occur between semantically related statements. However, in the buffer, NARS

allows temporal induction for non-semantically related, but rather time-related events

(Hammer et al., 2016). In this sense, events with close occurrence time can generate

the corresponding implication relationship and event sequence through time induc-

tion. Restricted by Duration in the buffer, two events with time interval longer than

duration will not trigger temporal induction because the earlier event will be deleted

by the buffer before the later event enters the buffer.

In the current design, temporal induction only generates two kinds of relation-

ships: forward implication (E1 /⇒ E2) and forward event sequence (&/, E1, E2, .....).

Temporal induction happens when an event is trying to be inserted into the buffer,

rather than when the events are selected into the main memory, because when testing

with the environment which will be introduced later, when a large number of events

are constantly poured into the buffer, if temporal induction happens when the event

is selected from the buffer and to be processed in the main memory, many events may

be blocked in the buffer without getting a chance to be processed, the result is that

the event will eventually be deleted since it stay in the buffer for too long and get

deleted by the duration limitation.

Figure 7.2 briefly shows the process of Temporal Induction. For convenience, we

use a, b, and c to represent the three events. OT is the Occurrence Time of the

event. Initially, only event a was in the event sequence list. By stage 2, event b
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Figure 7.2: Temporal Induction in the Event Sequence of Buffer

was perceived and successfully inserted into the buffer. Because b occurs later than

event a, b is inserted after event a. After successful insertion, since there is no third

event between event a and event b, event a and event b undergo time induction,

and generate implication “a /⇒ b” and event sequence (&/, a, b) at the same time.

Because implication describes a process, that is, ”if a happens then b happens”, the

implication relation is not regarded as an event, but this knowledge is directly sent

to the main memory. However, what event sequence “(&/, a, b)” describes is the

sequence of occurrence of a series of events, which does not contain the “if-then”

causality in its semantics. It is just a description of a compound event, that is,

b happened after a happened. Thus, the sequence of events is still a compound

event with a temporal property. For compound event “(&/, a, b)”, after b occurs, the

whole compound event is perceived by the system and the sequence of event a and

event b is concluded through temporal induction. Therefore, the occurrence time of

a compound event is always the occurrence time of the last event in the compound
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event. Therefore, in Stage 3, the compound event is inserted after event b. In a

practical sense, event b and compound events are not chronologically sequential.

When time comes to stage 4, a new event c is perceived by the system and

successfully inserted into the buffer, and a more complex round of time induction will

occur in the event sequence. First of all, event c will be implied by any event that

occurs before event c, because in the buffer, the system will not consider the semantic

correlation between events, so any event that occurs within the same duration will

be considered potentially causal. Whether the causality is correct or not is not taken

into account in the buffer. The specific discussion on this issue will be carried out

in the following content. Secondly, event c only forms an event sequence with events

that strictly occur before c. According to the discussion just now, compound events

describe a series of events with time properties and occurrence sequence. So, event c

cannot form a compound event with event a alone because b occurs between a and

c.

However, a compound event containing three events a, b, and c is allowed to

be generated because the compound event describes the entire sequence of events.

This is why the time of occurrence of the compound event is marked as the time of

occurrence of the last event. In addition to the temporal meaning mentioned earlier,

the time of occurrence here is also used to generate a new event sequence. As shown

in Figure 7.2, when c is inserted into the buffer, c will look at the occurrence time

of the event which occurred right before c and compose an event sequence with all

events that have the same occurrence time.

In the previous version of NARS, time induction is performed on the pairs that

can occur by comparing the currently selected event with all the other events in the

event sequence list. Compared to such tedious steps, this new processing method is

more efficient.
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Other Limitations for Temporal Induction

In addition to the requirement for the sequence of events when generating the

compound events, there are also strict requirements for the types of events on both

sides of the implication when generating the implication relations. Implication rep-

resents a causal relationship with a corresponding temporal attribute, even though

temporal induction does not consider the semantic correlation between two events,

the meaning of causal relationship must be taken into account. Therefore, when the

implication relation is generated, any event cannot be regarded as a pure operation,

because the operation belongs to the subjective and intentional behavior of the agent,

and it is inappropriate to place an operation on either sides of the implication relation.

Use a simple example to show why it is not reasonable to use pure operations on

either side of implication. First of all, if there is an event “< {Wolf} → [Close] > .”

means there is a wolf is getting close to the agent, and an operation “(op(run),

{SELF})” means the agent runs away. According to the rules of time induction, the

corresponding implication is

<<{wolf} --> [close]> =/> (^run, {SELF})>.

the idea is that if a Wolf approaches, then the agent runs away. This plausible causa-

tion does not actually have a sensible meaning. First, according to this relationship,

the agent mechanically takes flight when it senses that a Wolf is approaching. Is that

appropriate for the agent to run away every time when wolves are approaching? Is it

reasonable for the agent to still mechanically run away if the current situation is not

suitable for it? This expression is only valid if the system knows the test environment

before the test and knows escape is the only option. This is not appropriate in the

changing reality.

Another improper expression uses an operation as a precondition for the whole

implication. For example, if there is an operation “(r̂un, {SELF})”, and an event
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“< {SELF} → [Safe] > .” means the agent is safe, the corresponding implication is

<(^run, {SELF}) =/> <{SELF} --> [Safe]>>.

means, if the agent run away, then the agent becomes safe. This expression itself

does not have semantic rationality. First of all, it does not explain why the agent

should run. Second, in what circumstances to run will the agent become safe? Does

running make the agent become safe under any circumstance? If the agent triggers

a run operation just to get something, does that trigger this “safe” effect as well?

Obviously, these questions prove the irrationality of this statement in general AI

systems. Therefore, implication generation is only for two non-compound events, or

to form a cognitive schema. A cognitive schema structure has three main aspects:

context, action and result. The point is that if a certain context is satisfied, then

taking the appropriate action will bring about a certain result. (Drescher , 1986). A

simple cognitive schema can be expressed in Narsese as:

<(&/, a, b) =/> c>.

means when pre-condition “a” is satisfied, and if the system takes operation “b”,

then event “c” will happen. This prevents the system from mechanizing its actions

and gives meaning to each action. Because each action is taken to make a certain

outcome happen, cognitive schemas are used to provide guidance for achieving goals

in NARS, as described by Hammer in (Hammer and Lofthouse, 2018). This design

allows NARS to consider the real situation every time it wants to achieve a goal,

rather than mechanically selecting actions from its knowledge base and ignoring the

current situation.

7.2 Anticipation

Anticipation is a process of formulating and communicating short-term expecta-

tions to sensory or motor areas (Bubić et al., 2010). Anticipation helps the artificial
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intelligence system to predict what will happen in the near future, and prepare for

the future in advance. Anticipation is also a necessary factor for triggering emotions

related to future events, such as anxiety or fear. Therefore, anticipation is a very

significant function for AGI systems in rapid reaction, planning, etc.

In NARS, anticipation is based on implications learned by the system, for example,

if there is an implication:

<<{wolf} --> [close]> =/> <{SELF} --> [hurt]>>.

the meaning of this implication is “if a wolf is getting close then NARS will get hurt”.

As long as NARS learns this implication, the system should anticipate that NARS

will be hurt when it detects that a wolf is approaching.

The new NARS structure extends the processing location and function of antici-

pation. First of all, in the old architecture, only the task selected from the buffer can

generate the anticipation, so anticipation is only processed in the reasoning within

main memory. This is obviously not enough, and many psychologists have also found

that anticipation not only happens in a single brain region, but appears in multiple

brain regions (Bubić et al., 2010; Lee and Baldassano, 2021).

This is actually quite easy to explain, as was the case with emotions in the previous

chapter. Emotions can be triggered not only by external events, but also by internal

thoughts or even fantasies. The same is true for anticipation. External real events can

trigger anticipation, and internal thoughts can also trigger anticipation. For example,

when a person wants to do something, the person will anticipate the result, and the

expected result helps the system to make a judgment about whether to take action.

Another problem is that if the anticipation based on one task has to be processed

after the task is selected from the buffer, NARS may miss the occurrence of the

result even if it has already happened. This is because when a large number of

events come in through the sensory channels, there is no guarantee that an event will

enter the buffer and be selected into the main memory in a short time and generate
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anticipation. If the time interval between the premise and the result is very short in

the causal relationship, then there is a certain possibility that the result has occurred,

but the premise task remains in the buffer and not selected by the system. However,

if the result has already happened, when the premise task is selected into the main

memory and the anticipation is generated, negative evidence will be generated for

the corresponding implication between the premise and the result because the result

cannot be perceived.

Therefore, for external events, the new architecture moves forward the anticipation

processing to the time when the event is perceived by the system. That is, when an

event is successfully inserted into the buffer, and if there is an implication relationship

which takes the inserted event as precondition, the post-condition will be anticipated

by the system.

Such processing ensures that anticipations can be generated as soon as the pre-

condition occurs, no matter how short the time interval between two events is, and

that as long as the outcome is perceived by the system, no negative evidence will be

generated against implication due to the late anticipation.

Next, this paper begins to discuss the emotion model of NARS, but before intro-

ducing the emotion model, it will first introduce the example used for testing in this

project; the emotion model will then be introduced based on the example.

7.3 Aircraft Combat Game as Testing Case

The test example used in this study is an aircraft combat game. The game was

developed by Boyang Xu, and is mainly used to test the ability of event handling in

OpenNARS. This chapter will use the aircraft combat game to detail the changes in

the new OpenNARS architecture and the reasons for the updates. It should be noted

that the update and development of the new architecture and emotion modules are

not only for this game. The game is just a testing case, and the development of the
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Figure 7.3: The aircraft combat game

new architecture still follows the basic assumptions of OpenNARS as an AGI system.

As shown in Figure 7.3, the game is divided into the agent’s aircraft and enemy

aircraft. The goal of the game is to shoot down as many enemy planes as possible

and keep them from safely passing through the bottom of the screen. The goal of the

test was to let OpenNARS learn to play the game on its own and perform as well as

possible.

There are four possible actions for the agent’s aircraft: move left, move right,

stop, and fire. Enemy aircraft can appear from any position at the top of the screen.

The agent’s aircraft perception of enemy aircraft is based on their horizontal position

relative to our aircraft (left, right, or front).

After the game starts, our aircraft will perceive the position of the enemy aircraft
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appearing on the screen every 250ms, convert the position information into Narsese,

and send it into OpenNARS as input for reasoning; the reasoning result is fed back

into the game. If the inference result is one of the above four operations, the agent’s

aircraft will conduct corresponding operations according to the output.

At the start of each game, there will be 200 babbling steps, during which the

system will give random actions to instruct the aircraft to take different actions.

By random, it means that the system does not necessarily tell the aircraft to move

to the left just because there is an enemy aircraft on the left, nor does it tell the

aircraft to stop and fire just because there is an enemy aircraft directly in front of

our aircraft. All instructions given are initially random, and NARS will learn from

all the situations that occur.

Learning process

In the learning process, all the descriptions of the environment and the behavior of

the aircraft given by the system are initially random, that is to say, there is no direct

relationship between NARS’ perception of the environment and NARS’ behavior. The

primary task of NARS is to find and establish relationships among these seemingly

unrelated events, although the system may be wrong.

All the relationships will be carried out in accordance with the previous section

on temporal induction. There are a lot of relationships formed in the process of

temporal induction. This section only introduces the induction results related to the

subsequent contents.

According to the previous introduction to temporal induction, if NARS wants

to trigger behavior, it depends on the relationship of a cognitive schema, that is, a

context, an operation and a result. It is explained that if the agent takes the operation

when the context is satisfied, it will lead to the certain result. If cognitive schematics

were used to represent a possible relationship in aircraft combat games, it might be:
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<(&/, <{enemy} --> [left]>, (^right, {SELF})) =/> <{SELF} --> [good]>>.

This implication describes that if the enemy aircraft is on the left and the NARS

moves to the right, then NARS could destroy the enemy aircraft and achieve its goal

of being good. Here, the author deliberately uses a relation that does not follow the

normal logic, since normally, when the enemy is on the left, NARS should control the

plane to fly to the left, but here the author just wants to express that this kind of

illogical knowledge is certainly possible to be generated during the process of learning.

Sometimes, expectation of wrong relationship is even higher than the right one by

the end of the learning process. How NARS adjusts correct and incorrect knowledge

will be described in a later section.

All possible combinations will be learned in the learning process (only in this

case, since the environment is simple, even so this is not guaranteed in complex

environment). NARS cannot fully understand the optimal moving patterns only

through 200 steps of learning, but can adjust its knowledge structure in the practice

stage after the learning process. The trigger of the behavior depends on the pursuit

of the goal by NARS.

In the testing phase, two methods were used. One was the game system updates

the enemy aircraft position and also gives goal reminder input to NARS after the

training period, and the other was the game system only updates the enemy aircraft

position after the training period without the goal reminder.

7.4 Emotion Mechanism in NARS

In this section, we will look at the emotion model in NARS in detail. The in-

troduction of this chapter will be based on the testing case of aircraft combat, and

use the test case to explain the triggering of emotion and the function of emotion.

The previous chapter introduced several existing emotions of NARS. Satisfaction had
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already appeared in the NARS system before this study, and related explanations

can be found in (Wang et al., 2018), so we will not go into too much explanation of

Satisfaction here.

Hope

If we review the appraisal model of hope and disappointment in the previous

chapter, we will see that disappointment comes from hope, and when hope fails,

disappointment will follow. First, the appraisal model of hope is for a predictable

and desirable result. Bruininks describes the role of hope as keeping an eye on future

outcomes and being able to foresee the approach to reach them (Bruininks and Malle,

2005). Similarly, in another study (Mcdermott et al., 2017) describes how hope might

promote a desire to seek help. Mcdermott found that people with high levels of hope

were more likely to seek help than those with low levels of hope. Both studies show

that hope itself causes the agent to seek ways to accomplish the goal by keeping the

agent focused on the goal.

Therefore, hope diverts the agent’s attention to focus on what it wants to happen.

Hope is different from desire. Hope is due to the anticipation of what agent wants to

happen, and it has a high degree of anticipation. However, desire is just the goal of

agency, not involving anticipation.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that the desired function is to improve

the priority of the relevant goal, so that the agent can transfer its attention to the

relevant goal, and make corresponding actions to promote the completion of the goal

according to the current situation.

There are several factors that affect the degree of hope. The initial value is

determined by the desire for the goal. The more the goal is pursued, the higher the

degree to which the goal is expected to be accomplished. The second is the degree of

anticipation. The higher the degree of anticipation , the more likely the agent thinks
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the goal will be accomplished. The final consideration is time, and the closer in time

an event is to the desired goal, the higher the degree of hope. After hope is triggered,

the budget value of the goal concept is calculated by the following formula:

Pnew = incPriority(Pold, EG, AG, T )

Dnew = incDurability(Dold, EG, AG, T )

where Pold and Dold is the original priority and durability of the goal, and EG is the

expectation of the desire value of the goal, AG is the anticipation level, and T is

the time difference between the current time and anticipated occurrence time. The

inspiration for these appraisal variables mainly comes from Scherer’s work in (Scherer

et al., 2001). For example, EG is like for goal relevance, and novelty is similar to AG,

and on this basis, NARS also takes time into account.

The incPriority() and incDurability() functions are internal functions for calcu-

lating the budget value, where each of them takes the “or” operation whose output

is disjunctively determined by the input. For example:

incPriority(Pold, EG, AG, T ) = (1− Pold) ∗ (1− EG) ∗ (1− AG) ∗ (1− T )

In the testing example, the aircraft has only one goal which is “< {SELF} →

[good] > .”, and the way to do that is to take out enemy planes. Suppose the NARS

had been trained to move correctly, for example, if our aircraft moved to the left when

the enemy aircraft was on the left, NARS could kill the enemy aircraft. The process

can be expressed in Narsese as:

<(&/, <{enemy} --> [left]>, (^left, {SELF})) =/> <{SELF} --> [good]>.

So in this situation, if the aircraft is on the left and our aircraft starts to move to

the left, then the priority of the goal starts to rise, forcing our aircraft to take action

in order to achieve the goal before the goal is completed.
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The main function of hope is to motivate the agent to take initiative or to seek

help in accomplishing the goal. Therefore, “hope” helps NARS focus on the goal

it wants to achieve. The testing process used the second process mentioned earlier,

in which the game system only provided position information of the enemy aircraft

after the training and did not alert NARS to the goal. The purpose of such a test

is to test the desired increase in NARS autonomy by prioritizing the goal concept so

that NARS can focus on the goal concept. Through the selection of the goal concept

in the main memory, combined with the current position of the enemy aircraft, the

corresponding behavior is initiated.

Disappointment

Unlike hope, disappointment can be used to correct knowledge structure. Dis-

appointment is the opposite of hope, disappointment happens if what is hoped by

the system doesn’t happen, the greater the disparity, the greater the disappointment

(Bell , 1985). For example, if, in the process of training, the system unfortunately

learns some false knowledge, and the expectation of false knowledge is higher than

that of correct knowledge, the system will preferentially select the wrong behavior

when the premise event occurs. For example, during the learning process, the enemy

plane is on the left, but the plane flies to the right, and destroys the enemy plane. We

found that this situation is possible during the testing. Moreover, if the expectation

of such knowledge is higher than the correct knowledge, the aircraft will temporarily

perform the wrong behavior. However, such behavior is possible to be corrected.

In the experiment, it was found that there are several incorrect pieces of knowledge

that can be possibly learned by the system. Namely, NARS flies to the right when

the enemy plane is on the left, NARS flies to the left when the enemy plane is on

the right, or NARS stops when the enemy plane is on the left or the right. When

this happens, after the training process, NARS may get stuck on the left, because the
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wrong knowledge is that NARS goes left when the enemy plane is on the right, and

if the wrong knowledge is that NARS goes right when the enemy plane is on the left,

then NARS may get stuck on the right. This could have happened because multiple

enemy planes were on the right side of the NARS plane, but as the plane moved to

the right, the bullet hit the plane that was on the left side of the plane, resulting in

an erroneous obervation message.

If such incorrect information is observed more often than correct information, the

expectation of incorrect knowledge will be higher than correct knowledge at the end of

the training process. For example, if the enemy aircraft is on the right during training,

the expectation of shifting to the left is higher than the expectation of shifting to the

right. If this is the case, after the training process, NARS may lead the aircraft to go

all the way to the left, even to the far left of the screen, because in the knowledge base

of NARS, the best option is to go left when the enemy aircraft appears on the right.

However, this situation will not last long, because even if the aircraft is stuck on the

left, the aircraft will detect a large number of aircraft on the right, and the NARS

directive is to fly to the left, so according to the temporal induction process mentioned

at the beginning of this chapter, the system will generate an event compound event:

(&/, <{enemy} --> [right]>, (^left, {SELF})).

In the knowledge base of NARS, if the enemy aircraft is on the right, and NARS

moves to the left, it will eventually make “< {SELF} → [good] >” to happen.

Therefore, when the compound event “the enemy aircraft is on the right and the

aircraft moves to the left” enters the buffer, the buffer will generate the expectation

of “< {SELF} → [good] >”, and anticipate the result to happen at certain time.

Obviously, the chance of what is expected by the system to happen would be lower

because most of the enemy aircraft would be right of our aircraft, so moving left or

getting stuck at the left side won’t allow the NARS aircraft to destroy the enemy.
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Figure 7.4: Rank of Learned Knowledge at Early State of the Test Example

Therefore, if the expected event doesn’t happen at expected time point, the system

will generate a corresponding negative evidence for:

<(&/, <{enemy} --> [right]>, (^left, {SELF})) =/> <{SELF} --> [good]>.

with the negated truth value (1 − f, c) of the anticipation, since “the greater the

disparity, the greater the disappointment.”

Disappointment plays a very important role in any type of test. Because the

instructions given by the system in the learning process are random, in most cases,

NARS does not know the optimal way to move after the learning process. The Figure

7.4 shows the learning results of a test in the early stage.

These implications are the cognitive schemas that can achieve the goal summarized

by NARS through temporal induction in the learning process, and are sorted from

top to bottom by the expectation of each piece of knowledge. It is clear that the

first knowledge is correct, meaning that if NARS leads the aircraft to fly to the right

when an enemy aircraft is detected on the right, the goal will be achieved. However,

if we look at the second implication, we can see that in the current state, if an enemy

plane is detected on the left, NARS will prefer to stop rather than move to the left,

because the expectation of moving to the left is lower than stop.

In the practice process, NARS will gradually reduce the expectation of the wrong

knowledge by using the emotion of ”disappointment” as described before. This makes

the expectation value of correct knowledge exceed the expected value of incorrect

knowledge. When the expected value of correct knowledge again exceeds the ex-

pected value of incorrect knowledge, the stopped NARS aircraft will start moving

again because it has found a more appropriate solution. And when it starts moving
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Figure 7.5: Rank of Learned Knowledge at Late State of The Test Example

again, the correct knowledge guides the aircraft with the proper response, raising the

expectation of the correct knowledge. NARS adjusts the structure of its knowledge

over time with the help of “Disappointment” to make right conclusions; eventually,

NARS will learn the proper guidance for the game in different situations.

Figure 7.5 shows the ranking of knowledge at late state in the same test. It is clear

that after a period of correction, if the enemy plane is on the left, the expectation of

the ”fly left” item has exceeded that of the ”stop” item.

Fear

According to the appraisal model of fear, both fear and hope are triggered by

future events. The difference between them is that in the appraisal model of hope,

anticipation and desire have the same attitude towards the event; that is, what the

agent anticipates is what the agent wants to happen. However, fear is different, as the

emotional valence of fear is negative. It is precisely because of the conflict between

what the agent expects and what the agent wants to happen that the goals of the

agent are challenged.

So fear is handled in a similar way to hope, and it functions in a similar way,

but the difference is that the two emotions are used in different situations. Hope is

dealing with a positive situation, while fear is dealing with a negative situation, even

though fear is meant to have a positive effect. Hope is anticipating a good outcome

and trying to find a way to make it happen. Fear, on the other hand, anticipates a

bad outcome and tries to find a way to prevent it.

Thus, when one event is not congruent with a goal in NARS, for example, NARS
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desires an event to happen (the expectation of the desire value of the event is greater

than 0.5), but NARS anticipates this event will not to happen (the expectation value

of the anticipation is less than 0.45). Otherwise, if NARS doesn’t desire an event

to happen (the expectation value of the desire value is less than 0.5), but NARS

anticipates this event will happen (the expectation value of the anticipation is greater

than 0.55), fear would be triggered. It consists with the appraisal model in Lazarus

theory which ear would be to be triggered whenever anticipations conflict with goals

(Lazarus , 1991).

Fear is similar to hope in that it helps the system to shift and focus its attention

on emotion-related goals. Therefore, the adjustment of the budget value of the goal

concept is also similar. Compared with “hope”, “fear” focuses on conflict between

expectation and desire, so the greater the conflict between expectation and desire,

the higher the degree of fear, and the higher the degree of adjustment of attention.

Therefore, in NARS, when fear is triggered, the budget value of the target concept

changes as follows:

Pnew = or(Pold, EG, abs(A− T )G, T )

Dnew = or(Dold, EG, abs(A− T )G, T )

Similarly with “hope”, fear also takes the original budget of the concept as the starting

point. EG is the expectation of the desire value of the goal, T is the time difference

between the current time and the anticipated occurrence time, and the last value

abs(A − T )G is the difference between the desire value and the truth value of the

anticipation.

In the testing process, “fear” sometimes goes hand in hand with “hope”, because

“fear” is triggered when the agent’s goal is threatened in the future, so the agent is

motivated to take action to prevent the goal from being threatened. However “hope”

can be triggered after the agent takes action motivated by “fear”, and the agent

anticipates the goal will be met in some way. Therefore, the agent will continually
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Figure 7.6: Testing Score Without Emotion After 200 seconds

focus its attention on the goal, and take action to achieve the goal to a greater extent.

In other words, “fear” is triggered by having to take action to prevent an event that

threatens a goal, while “hope” can be triggered by the agent seeing the possibility of

achieving the goal after the agent has acted motivated by the fear.

But with the help of “hope” and “fear”, when the system detects the location

of the enemy plane and knows that it can achieve the goal state through behavior,

”hope” will use this to elevate the priority and durability of the goal concept and

increase the chance that the goal concept will be selected in the main memory. In

this case, after each training session, the plane does not stop completely, but behaves

accordingly.

In the testing with “hope” and “fear”, it is found that the priority of a goal concept

can always be maintained at a higher level compared to tests without emotion. The
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Figure 7.7: Testing Score With Emotion After 200 seconds

emotions increase the possibility of the goal concept being selected and processed by

NARS from the concept “bag” after training. It turns out that on a 200 seconds test,

the goal concept was selected at least twice as often with emotional state as with

no emotional state. This is why the performance with emotion was better than the

performance without emotion, since the system spent more time working to achieve

the goal.

It was found that, in most cases, with the help of emotion, the arousal degree

of the goal concept was higher than that of the non-emotional state. This means

that the goal concept was selected more frequently in the emotional state than in the

non-emotional state. Even if there is no external input to remind NARS to complete

the goal, NARS can completely rely on emotion to remind itself. In most cases,

the concept of the goal with no emotional state was not aroused enough to cause
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the NARS to autonomously instruct the aircraft to take action after the trainer was

finished without the help of external reminders. If the aircraft can’t take action, then

it can’t correct the wrong knowledge learned in the training stage quickly. As a result,

the plane will end up stuck in one place for a long time. Such a finding proves to some

extent that emotion plays a significant role in the improvement of agent autonomy.

Anxiety, Relief, and Sadness

In addition to the three emotions discussed previously, the existing NARS archi-

tecture is also fully capable of achieving the remaining three emotions: relief, sadness,

and anxiety. These three emotions have been implemented in the new architecture

and have a certain chance to be triggered in the aircraft combat game, but due to

the low complexity of the game, the three emotions in this section did not play a

very significant role in the test compared to the three emotions introduced earlier.

But this does not mean that these three emotions have no effect on NARS or AGI,

because just like “hope” and “fear”, all emotions will be tested and adjusted in a

more complex environment in the future, just like the role of emotion in human life.

Anxiety and fear, like hope, are emotions triggered by anticipation of future events.

In terms of valence state, anxiety and fear are the same, belonging to the negative

emotion. It’s easy to confuse anxiety and fear because of their negative valence

and think of them as the same emotion, but in fact, there are significant differences

between the two emotions. Fear is due to the explicit anticipation of an event that

conflicts with a goal, whereas anxiety is an inability to make a definite anticipation

of an event that conflicts with a goal (Steimer , 2002).

Compared with fear, expectation value of anticipation is no longer the factor that

determines the degree of anxiety because anxiety means the system cannot make

a confirmed expectation for the future situation. However, expectation of goal’s

desire value and temporal factor are still important factors that determine the level
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of anxiety. More importantly, anxiety is highly possible to be triggered by an inability

to determine appropriate adaptive behavior (Selye, 1984). This is clearly different

from “fear” and “hope”, so anxiety is triggered when the agent is unable to accurately

anticipate the outcome and does not have the appropriate behavior to deal with the

possible outcome. For NARS, the role of anxiety is similar to ”fear” and ”hope”, as it

is a way of focusing attention to goal concepts which cause the agent to feel anxiety.

Because of the particularity of anxiety, anxiety may not promote any behaviors, since

there is no confirmed solution to solve the problem, but it can keep the priority of

a goal concept at a certain high level, which prompts the agent to ask questions or

generate sub-goals to find a final solution to the problem.

Anxiety in the human brain involves more triggering conditions and factors, while

anxiety in NARS only considers how anxiety can help the system from the perspec-

tive of function, without considering a complete model simulating human anxiety.

Anxiety, of course, didn’t play a significant role in the test, because there were no

moments in the game when NARS didn’t know what to do, even though NARS was

instructing the plane to do the wrong thing, and there was no feeling overwhelmed.

However, as testing environments become more complex, anxiety will play a role in

future testing.

In contrast to all emotions mentioned, relief and sadness are not triggered by

something that will happen in the future, but by something that has already hap-

pened. Relief can correspond to a variety of emotions, such as fear and anxiety. Relief

is triggered when the event anticipated by fear or anxiety is confirmed to have not

happened.

In the new architecture, the buffer has a special module that removes expired

expectations. Disappointment also occurs in this module. When the anticipated

event does not occur at the expected time point, the expectation will be deleted, and

a negative evidence for the corresponding implication will be generated against the
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original implication through disappointment, which will be used to update the belief

of NARS through revision in the main memory. Disappointment corresponds to an

expected event that did not occur, but relief is generated if an event opposite to the

expected event occurs and the event occurs in accordance with the goal.

The main effect of relief is to release the resources that have been focused by

fear or anxiety. Since the crisis has been relieved, there is no longer a need to focus

attention or cognitive resources on the cause of the fear or anxiety. Since relief is

used to release resources, in NARS it lowers the priority of the corresponding target

concept. The formula is as follows:

Pnew = decPriority(Pold, abs(AG − TG), T )

Dnew = decPriority(Dold, abs(AG − TG), T )

where Pold and Dold is the original priority and durability, which is the budget value

raised by fear or anxiety, TG is the truth value of the confirmed event, and AG is

the truth value of the anticipation. Therefore, the bigger the difference between the

confirmed event and anticipated event, the more attention will be relieved. The last

factor T is still the time, as the degree of relief will get higher and higher over time.

Here the decPriority() function is also a internal budget value function which takes

an “Operation”. The output of the “and” operation is conjunctively determined by

the inputs. For example:

decPriority(Pold, abs(AG − TG), T ) = Pold ∗ abs(AG − TG) ∗ T

The primary function of relief is to free up resources by prioritizing concepts so

that the system’s attention is not focused on concepts that are activated by fear or

anxiety. Relief was not included in the aircraft combat game because the aircraft

was in a high wake-up state from the start to the end of the game, and there was no

respite for our aircraft as the enemy planes flew in from above the screen.
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The final emotion in this article is sadness. Sadness is actually opposite to satis-

faction. First of all, both are aimed at confirming what has happened, rather than

what to happen in the future. Satisfaction means that the reality is getting closer

and closer to the desired situation, while sadness means that the events that have

happened are far from the ideal state.

In addition to NARS trying to be satisfied, NARS also avoids situations that make

it feel sad. This avoidance behavior also coincides with fear, because fear motivates

the individual to take action to avoid an expected event which the agent does not

want to happen. This also explains what Zhan pointed out in (Zhan et al., 2017),

that sadness has a promoting effect on fear.

Although the three emotions described in this section did not make a significant

shouldcontribution to the testing procedures used in this article, this does not mean

that these three emotions are useless for NARS. Of course, this issue is worth further

exploration. In future works, we should not only explore under what environment

emotion can help NARS improve adaptation and reasoning ability, but also explore

what role emotion plays in a more complex environment.

7.5 Summary

This chapter introduced the main implementation work of the whole doctoral

research. It includes the realization of new architecture, the realization of emotion

module, and the related experiments.

Figure 7.8 shows the internal view of the buffer, describing both the Overall Expe-

rience buffer and the Internal Experience buffer. The difference is that for the Overall

Experience buffer, the input can be either external input or inference from the Inter-

nal Experience buffer. However, only external input can trigger emotion in Overall

Experience buffer, because the Internal Experience buffer has already emotionally

processed the information from Memory.
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When the external input enters into the buffer, the information first enter the

priority list as described earlier, along with the event sequence. When the event suc-

cessfully enters the event sequence (it was proved that the the event was successfully

inserted into the priority list), it is shown that the event is perceived by NARS as a

confirmed event. Therefore, the event will be evaluated through the emotion module

of sadness and relief. In addition to evaluating events, events also generate expecta-

tions from anticipations based on what has been learned and places expectations into

an anticipation list. The expectation list stores what NARS expects to happen in the

future. Therefore, hope, fear and anxiety are evaluated by their respective appraisal

after the anticipation is generated and corresponding emotions are generated.

Each working cycle requires the highest-priority task to be pulled from the priority

list, and each time it does, the system traverses the anticipation list and removes

expired anticipation that did not occur at the expected point in time. In the process of

deletion, the system will be disappointed because the anticipation fails, and negative

evidence will be generated against the implication of the expectation to lower the

truth value of the corresponding causality.

All of these emotional functions will be aggregated in memory and will have an

impact on the cognitive resources in conceptual memory. Through aircraft combat

tests, it was shown that emotion does indeed play a significant role in the application

of NARS.
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Figure 7.8: Internal view of the Buffer
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CHAPTER 8

COMPARISON WITH EXISTING

ARCHITECTURES

This chapter will review and compare the work on emotion introduced in Chapter

3. It is important to note that the purpose of this chapter is to compare existing

works on emotion with the work in NARS. There is no intention to judge if a work is

good or bad.

8.1 Affective Computing

Affective computing emphasizes the recognition function of machines to human

emotion in human-computer interaction. This includes recognition of facial expres-

sions, postures, movements, language and tone, judging the emotional state of the

other side through these external manifestations, and then making correct feedback

for different emotional states. The above criteria are also the most commonly used

criteria for human interaction. In addition to the above judgment criteria, Affective

computing is trying to make the detection with more sensors, such as sensors for

temperature, blood pressure and other factors, to further judge the emotional state

of the other party. Of course, these sensors can also be used as judgment criteria

when the other party has no obvious external behavior.

In addition to external representations, the emotion understanding module of af-

fective computing will attempt to analyze the causes of the emotional states of the

interactors to further determine the emotional states of the interactors. In the past
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few years, deep learning has provided a lot of support for the emotion recognition func-

tion of emotion computing. Different researchers have provided outstanding emotion

recognition methods from different perspectives (Santhoshkumar and Geetha, 2019;

Khan et al., 2021; Hossain and Muhammad , 2018). And these different methods

constitute the big frame of affective computing.

Therefore, affective computing is a multi-dimensional computer model of emotion

processing. The main function is human-computer interaction. In general, the func-

tions and basic assumptions of affective computing are quite different from those of

NARS. Human-computer interaction is not regarded as the primary function to be

solved in NARS, the emotion in NARS is mainly used for the adjustment of internal

resources and knowledge structure of NARS, and does not involve the judgment of

other people’s or intelligent system’s emotional state.

Human-computer interaction isn’t just a phenomenon in deep learning or main-

stream AI research. There are also similar studies in the field of general artificial

intelligence. In (Barone et al., 2008), Barone introduced an emotion model aiming at

human-computer interaction. The task of the robot is to guide tourists, and the robot

will generate emotions according to external stimuli, adjust internal resources, and

generate corresponding behaviors to complete its goals. Therefore, affective comput-

ing and emotion in AGI are not separate research fields. Although affective computing

deals with emotions differently than NARS, but it is undeniable that the research on

the human-computer interaction function of affective computing provides inspiration

and help for the future research on the human-computer interaction of AGI.

8.2 ACT-R

In the study of emotion using ACT-R, it is found that the mechanism provided in

the framework of ACT-R can be used to simulate several different emotion models.

This is in line with the requirements mentioned in Chapter 5. First, emotion modules
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are part of the framework, not external plug-ins. Second, emotion modules should

be implemented by utilizing the functions of the cognitive framework itself. The

implementation method of the emotion module in ACT-R verifies the rationality of

the design requirements and architectural requirements in Chapter 5.

In terms of implementation methods, NARS and ACT-R are similar in that both

frameworks take into account the importance of the goal, valence, certainty and other

factors. However, ACT-R is more likely to use numerical combination of various

factors to build mapping to emotions. However, the appraisal model in NARS uses

the relationship between events and goal of NARS for cognitive appraisal, and the

value of the corresponding relationship will affect the degree of arousal. From the

perspective of function, research on emotion using ACT-R involves the influence of

emotion on decision making and memory, and in this respect, the research direction

of ACT-R on emotion is consistent with that of NARS.

In general, the research objectives of ACT-R are different from those of NARS.

Compared with affective computing, ACT-R does not take human-computer inter-

action as its main research direction, but it is designed to simulate human cognitive

theory. The research purpose of NARS is not to simulate any specific human cogni-

tive theory, but to improve the adaptive ability of NARS and the various functions

of NARS under the guidance of different theories of human intelligence. The research

of NARS is not to make fucntions of NARS or the behaviors of NARS more like

human beings, but to combine the respective advantages of human and machine, and

to create a cognitive framework with a unique form of intelligence inspired by human

intelligence.

8.3 CLARION

Although CLARION is very different from NARS in the implementation of the

framework, CLARION shares a lot of similarities with Nars in the emotional process-
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ing. CLARION is a cognitive framework composed of different sub-modules, but in

NARS all functions are intertwined, and a single function is represented in the form

of an independent module. Although I always use word “emotion module” in the

previous discussion, however, as can be seen from the internal structure of the buffer,

there is no single module for special processing of emotion. Different appraisal and

processing models are placed in different parts according to the appraisal require-

ments. When I mention the word ”emotion module”, it means the synthesis of all

parts that can deal with emotion.

CLARION also regards emotion as the result of the operation of the whole cogni-

tive system, and the triggering of emotion is the mutual result between internal needs

and external environmental factors. In NARS, this statement can be understood as

the relationship between the goal of NARS and the external stimulus. CLARION,

like NARS, regards emotion as the result of “cognitive appraisal”.

CLARION also has a continuous cycle of appraisal and re-appraisal , meaning that

a cognitive and behavioral response to an emotion can serve as an input for further

appraisal. This functionality is also discussed in Chapter 7, when we discussed fear

and hope. In testing, the implication which has a goal as the post-condition, the

premise is most likely to be a composite event consisting of the context and the

action. The meaning lies in that only when the context is satisfied, the goal can be

satisfied if the action is taken. For example, when an enemy plane appears on the

right side of the plane, the goal can be achieved by steering the plane to fly to the

right. Therefore, when NARS takes actions due to fear to avoid the threat to the

goal, the actions taken can form a compound event with the context, and then form

the expectation for the goal achievement, and this anticipation satisfied the appraisal

model of hope.

The only difference in perspective is that CLARION argues that emotions are

closely linked to action, and emotions usually lead to action. In the emotional pro-
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cessing of NARS, there is no such relationship hypothesis. The emotional processing

of NARS will eventually fall on internal resource regulation, and the result of internal

resource regulation is the diversion of attention to a goal concept, but this does not

guarantee a behavior is going to be triggered. Emotion does offer motivation to some

behavior, but most time, people will choose to receive motivation or reject motivation

through rational thinking. For example, anger will prompt some destructive behav-

ior, but many people tend to control the desire to carry out destructive behavior.

Therefore, in NARS, there is no mapping relationship between emotion and behav-

ior. Emotion only regulates internal resources or knowledge structure and does not

guarantee the generation of behavior.

Nevertheless, CLARION has a lot in common with NARS, and a lot of ideas

that NARS can learn from. For example, CLARION uses coping potential as one

of the evaluation criteria, and coping potential is an important appraisal criterion in

Lazarus’s cognitive theory (Lazarus , 1991), but NARS is not capable of dealing with

coping potential at this stage, but it will be considered in the future work

8.4 LIDA

LIDA and NARS have similar inspirations for emotion processing, such as Lazarus’

emotion appraisal model (Lazarus , 1991) and Scherer’s emotion intensity calculation

model (Scherer et al., 2001). However, there are still great differences in many pro-

cessing details.

The emotion appraisal models in NARS are placed at various locations in the pro-

gram, such as those described in the previous section, where future-related processing

is part of the anticipation process, and present or past related processing is part of the

event perception process, and in addition to events, ”thoughts” or ”imagination” of

NARS can trigger emotions. LIDA has a different appraisal Codelets and emphasizes

the role of emotion valence, while the emotion valence of the emotion event is the
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sum of the emotion valence of the emotion nodes related to the event. The positive

and negative of the sum of the emotion valence determines the increase or decrease

of the significance of the basic incentive. However, NARS is more concerned about

the abstract relationship between the event and the goal of NARS, and the degree of

motivation is determined by the degree of influence of other factors on the goal.

8.5 MicroPsi

MicroPsi is closer to human emotions than NARS in emotion processing because

it is built based on a psychological theory. While many of the features in NARS

were built with psychological inspiration, that doesn’t mean the goal of design is to

get closer to the way that happens in human cognition. MicroPsi has many built-in

needs, psychological needs, social needs, and cognitive needs, and a goal in MicroPsi

is defined as a situation to be satisfied. However, NARS does not have any built-in

needs or goals which need satisfied; any goal is given by the outside world on real

time during the interaction with the environment, or is generated by the goal as a

sub-goal. Therefore, when NARS is really placed in an environment, NARS does not

know what event will trigger emotions, and the emotional events that will trigger

emotions are also learned in the process of interacting with the environment.

Beside differences, NARS and MicroPsi are similar in many aspects, both have ap-

praisal models for different emotions, even though the events that trigger emotions are

different. Motivational systems, in which motivation is processed as goals in NARS,

but built-in needs and goals in MicroPsi. Emotion is also seen as the result of the

combination of motivation and perceptual representations, and in terms of emotional

function, both of them regulate internal resources through emotional arousal.
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8.6 Sigma

Sigma’s design of cognitive architecture provides a lot of inspiration for this paper

to propose the requirements of constructing emotion modules in AGI system. In line

with the NARS design philosophy, the generality of the system cannot be lost on the

basis of the continuous expansion of functionality from rigorous cognitive processing

to the ability to handle complex events in the real world. Although the function of

NARS’s emotions is different from that of Sigma in previous studies, the processing

of emotions in this study has many similarities with Sigma.

Limited resources have always been the primary problem facing AGI systems, and

this is a fundamental assumption that cannot be ignored under any circumstances.

The emotion in NARS and the emotion in Sigma are used to make reasonable resource

allocation in the limited resources to improve the system’s adaptability and reasoning

ability.

8.7 NARS

Before this study, Wang et al. briefly introduced some works related to emotion

in NARS in (Wang et al., 2016), which has many similarities and differences with the

work described in this paper. First of all, both work identified the need for emotion in

the AGI system, and both use emotion to enhance the ability of the system to manage

resources under the condition which ”knowledge and resources are relatively insuffi-

cient”, and this ability is not a complete simulation of the corresponding functions

IN the human brain. two works also emphasize the necessity of emotion in solving

multiple goals or even goal conflict, and the regulation of emotion on the machine

plays a role in the allocation of internal resources.

The difference between the two lies in that the study in this dissertation inte-

grates different emotions into the original framework of NARS according to different
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appraisal criteria in cognitive emotion theory, and makes corresponding adjustments

to the internal cognitive resources based on different emotions. However, the previous

elaboration on emotion is not to directly add emotion to the system, but different

functions of NARS which related to tasks, goals and internal resource adjustment

reflect the relevant performance of human emotion. However, the difference between

the two is a chicken-and-egg problem. The effectiveness and functionality of the two

methods will be reflected in the future with the development of NARS.

8.8 Summary

This chapter briefly compares the concepts of framework design and functional

design of emotion modules in NARS with the existing cognitive models. Obviously,

there is a big difference between AGI and mainstream AI in the approach of pursuit

emotions, due to different assumptions about generality and insufficient resources.

Mainstream AI does not pursue the generality of the system, but strives to achieve

better performance in a certain function. Moreover, the mainstream does not consider

the effectiveness of resources, so it does not need the emotion to help the system

to make appropriate resource allocation on the limited resources. Although such

differences do not allow the two to make too much comparison in the realization of

emotional functions, it does not mean that they cannot cooperate in the realization

of emotional functions.

Different AGI systems have slightly different approaches to emotion processing,

but from a functional point of view, most emotion processing focuses on the awakening

and adjustment of attention, cognitive resources. In most AGI systems do not take

human-computer interaction as the primary goal of emotional processing, but this is

also a problem AGI systems will have to face in the future. In the future, emotional

processing in affective computing on the human-computer interaction process will

provide much inspiration and support for AGI’s human-computer interaction, at the
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same time, AGI’s emotional design can also provide invaluable assistance to AI in

resource allocation, decision making, and other cognitive functions.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This chapter will provide a summary of NARS’ work on emotion, a statement of

the known limitation on emotion module. Finally, a description of the future plans

on emotion works will be introduced.

9.1 Major Results

Emotion, as a complex cognitive process, plays an important role in human life,

learning, social interaction and so on. The theoretical and practical contributions of

this paper first answer one question: Can AI have emotions?

Through the theoretical elaboration and experiment of this paper, it is found that

the general artificial intelligence systems have the potential to possess emotion. It

is important to note, however, that the emotions of AGI do not have to and will

not be exactly the same as those of humans. Although the cognitive framework and

emotion framework of the artificial general intelligence system are based on human

psychology, cognitive science and neuroscience as the theoretical basis and inspiration

sources, it does not mean that the emotion of the general artificial intelligence system

needs to take human emotion as the ultimate goal. It’s like the airplane is a machine

inspired by the shape of a bird, but the airplane contributes more to humanity from

a functional point of view than the bird does to us.

Therefore, it is not appropriate to evaluate machine emotion by human emotion,

because at present, the research of AGI on emotion is to explore the effect of emotion

on the thinking process, the attention shift and adaptability improvement of intel-
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ligence systems, based on the basic assumption that ”knowledge and resources are

relatively insufficient”. However, from the perspective of function, this paper proves

through experiments that emotion plays an important role in the adjustment of cog-

nitive resources, attention shift and improvement of autonomy for general artificial

intelligence. Therefore, the answer to the above question is given: machines can have

emotions, and emotions are necessary and important for general intelligence systems.

Based on the research on emotion in NARS, this paper puts forward the require-

ment of building emotion module in intelligence system, the idea comes from the

conceptual design of NARS and other general artificial intelligence, as well as the

common point of emotion function in different general artificial intelligence systems.

These requirements are not guaranteed to be applicable to all intelligence systems,

but can be applied to most intelligence systems with the same design philosophy.

The research on emotion of general artificial intelligence is still in its infancy, the

requirements for emotion design of general artificial intelligence in the future will not

be limited to the requirements mentioned in this paper.

In this study, the new architecture of NARS is implemented, and the corresponding

modifications are made according to different problems in the implementation process.

On this basis of the new architecture, the emotion module is added. The emotion

module of NARS is not targeted at any particular task, or pre-defined goals or needs.

The appraisal model focuses on the abstract relationship between the event and the

goals in NARS, so the emotion module of NARS remains general.

Although the appraisal model of emotion is innate in the new architecture of

NARS, this does not affect the generality of NARS as well as the emotion modules.

NARS still needs to learn what will trigger emotion through interaction with the

environment.

During the test of the game, ”hope”, “fear” and “disappointment” were triggered

as expected in the game. It’s worth knowing that NARS knew nothing about the
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game prior to the test. There is no special module or system that dictates what

emotion NARS should trigger during the game. Therefore, in the testing process of

this game, it was proved that new emotion module of NARS has the generality, as

well as its functional integrity. Functional integrity does not mean that the design

and function of the emotion module in NARS has been perfect, but that the research

objectives of this study have been completed.

Although some emotions have been realized in NARS, not all have not been trig-

gered in the test process. However, with the excellent performance of the above three

emotions in the revision of NARS knowledge structure and improvement of autonomy,

emotions that have not played a role for the time being will play a role in the more

complex test environment in the future.

This study is a preliminary attempt to realize complex emotions in NARS, and

the temporary success also provides confidence and points out the direction for future

research in this field. However, it can not be ignored that there are some unsolved

problems in the current design.

9.2 Limitations and Future Works

Even with the temporary successful implementation of complex emotions in NARS,

some problems still emerged during the testing process, and these problems should

not be ignored in future design.

As Belavkin mentioned in (Belavkin, 2001), When emotion arouses a concept in

surrogate memory, an appropriate degree of arousal will help in learning and rea-

soning. Just as the arousal of “hope” and “fear” to the goal in the test, NARS can

trigger actions to achieve the goal by relying on internal arousal alone without the

help of external input. But again, a high or low arousal level can hinder learning and

reasoning. In general, at the beginning of the training process, the goal has just been

realized by the agent, the degree of arousal will not be very high, so the frequency of
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active selection by NARS in memory will maintain in low level; However, there are

times during training when arousal levels were very high, and external input being to

conflict with the voluntary behavior triggered by emotional arousal, especially when

NARS first learns the wrong way to act. For example, NARS first learned that when

the enemy plane is on the left, it moves to the right. At this point, due to the high

arousal, NARS is constantly performing the move to the right autonomously, which

causes the plane to get stuck on the right, even though the external input is trying to

move the plane to the left. But it will still be forced back to the right by autonomous

actions of NARS.

Even though this problem has since been solved by setting an activation threshold

that triggers activation when the goal concept’s priority falls below a certain level (the

system still triggers emotions), it’s not clear that this is the right way to solve this

problem. In future studies, the degree of activation will be taken into consideration to

ensure that the arousal degree of each emotion to NARS is kept within a reasonable

range, so as to ensure that emotion plays a helpful role in NARS, rather than a

hindrance.

Another problem is that the appraisal model of the NARS emotion module is

still incomplete, which, of course, depends on the current level of NARS completion.

For example, in Lazarus’s cognitive theory of emotions, there are three levels of

appraisal, and now NARS can do a second level of appraisal, and emotions that

require a third level of appraisal are not currently assessed in NARS. In comparison

with general artificial intelligence systems with emotional design such as CLARION,

coping potential has been mentioned as an important appraisal criterion which not

implemented in the current design of NARS. There are other standards in addition

to coping potential, and these standards and capabilities will be expanded as NARS

continues to improve.

The tests used in this study were not very complex, which is why some emotions
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didn’t contribute much in the test case. And emotion in human life, often help human

survival or improve the ability to adapt in the complex environment. Moreover,

success in a simple environment does not completely guarantee that the current design

can still help NARS in a complex living environment, as the first question in this

chapter introduces. Of course, with the deepening of this research in the future,

NARS will also be tested in more complex environments, and the emotional system

of NARS will continue to be improved in these tests.

The abusing emotions is a major problem that emotion machines will face. How

to use emotion reasonably to guide appropriate behavior is very important for both

people and emotion machines. For example, one possibility that people have a fear

of emotional machines comes from what an AI system should do if it gets “angry”.

Controlling something like anger is not about getting rid of anger, but educating

machines to control “anger”, and one way to do that is to use “emotional conflict”.

When machines are angry and want to behave in a destructive way, anticipation of

the consequences of destructive behavior can trigger ”fear” that inhibits destructive

behavior. In addition to emotional conflict, it is important to educate machines to

not behave in a destructive way even when they are “angry”, or how to suppress

”anger” subjectively, which will be the focus of future AGI emotion research.

Although human-computer interaction is not currently the main goal of emotion

research in NARS, but it will become the main research goal in the future. A machine

with capability of cognitive appraisal is fully capable of producing “empathy” with a

human, because the appraisal model in NARS is able to enable NARS to understand

the cause of the another’s emotional state, and can “empathize” it into its own emo-

tion appraisal model. Such ”empathic” ability will motivate NARS to make correct

feedback behavior. “Empathic” ability will greatly improve NARS ’communication

ability in human-computer interaction in the future, and improve its adaptability in

real life.
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In conclusion, this study is only the beginning of the exploration in the field of AI

emotion research. The results of this study also see the dawn of artificial intelligence

emotion research, and confirmed the necessity of emotion in artificial intelligence

system, as well as the possibility of emotion realization in artificial intelligence system.

The research on artificial intelligence emotion will be continued all the time. While

continuously expanding the emotional function in artificial intelligence system, it

is hoped that it can provide help for the pursuit of emotion research in different

disciplines in the future.
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APPENDIX

NARSESE EXAMPLE FOR CHAPTER 6

==========================Happiness==========================

//Meaning of the statement: If something is wanted by SELF,

//and SELF’s belief agrees with the case, SELF feels Happy

//1. #1 is a dependent variable which represents a certain

// unspecified term under a given restriction. It can be

// either an object or an event

//2. (^want, {SELF}, #1, TRUE) represents a mental operation

// means something is desired by SELF; TRUE indicates the

// truth value of this mental operation, where #1 is desired,

// otherwise, use FALSE

//3. (^believe, {SELF}, #1,TRUE) means SELF’s belief agree

// with #1, if #1 represents an event, it indicates that

// #1 has already happened.

//4. (^feel, {SELF}, happy) implements feel operator and
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// indicates the feeling of SELF being happy

//5. && is a term connecter, it connects the follow

// term by meaning ‘‘and’’

Input: <(&&, (^want, {SELF}, #1, TRUE), (^believe, {SELF},

#1,TRUE)) =|> (^feel, {SELF}, happy)>.

//SELF has a goal which is not being hurt, ‘‘--’’ is the negation

//of the statement

Input: (--,<{SELF} --> hurt>)!

//SELF is not getting hurt, :|: represents the tense ‘‘present’’

//means SELF is not getting hurt right now

Input: (--,<{SELF} --> hurt>). :|:

//What do you feel?

//This statement is a question, and it corresponding to

//(^feel, {SELF}, happy) where ‘‘?what’’ at the position of the

//emotion

Input: (^feel,{SELF},?what)?

//SELF feels Happy, the reason why it feels happy is because

//SELF doesn’t want to get hurt (generated by goal), and SELF

//is not getting hurt (generated by belief).
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Answer: (^feel,{SELF}, happy).

===========================Fear================================

//If something is wanted by SELF, and SELF anticipates the

//opposite to happen, SELF feels fear

Input:<(&&, (^want, {SELF}, #1, FALSE), (^anticipate, {SELF},

#1)) =|> (^feel, {SELF}, fear)>.

//At the same time when SELF feels fear, it generate an

//motivation which to run away, run is also an operator in NARS

Input: <(^feel,{SELF}, fear) =|> <(*, {SELF},

<(*, {SELF}) --> ^run>) --> ^want>>.

//SELF doesn’t want to be hurt

Input: (--,<{SELF} --> hurt>)!

//If wolf is getting close to SELF, SELF will get hurt

//&/ is another term connector representing the relation between

//two terms is ‘‘and’’, also the latter happens after the former.

//42 represents inference steps, it means, when wolf start

//getting close to SELF, after 42 steps, the SELF will get

//hurt. The number is not fixed, it can be any integer.

Input: <(&/,<(*, {SELF}, wolf) --> close_to>,+42) =/>

<{SELF} --> [hurt]>>.
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//Wolf is getting close to self

Input: <(*, {SELF}, wolf) --> close_to>. :|:

//Result: SELF takes the action run, based on the knowledge

//where SELF runs when it feels fear, SELF also feels the emotion

//fear

EXECUTE (^run,{SELF})

LINKS TO NARS PROJECT

Link of OpenNARS 3.1.1:

https://github.com/opennars/opennars_core/releases/tag/v3.1.1

Link of OpenNARS Project:

https://github.com/opennars/opennars
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